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Pre-White House Conference
Nine Countians To Attend
Governor's Library Meet
Nine Calloway Countians are slated hearings. By requirement of the
to attend the Governor's Pre-White National Commission on Libraries and
House Conference. on Libraries and Information Science, the federal
Information Services at the Hopkin- regulating agency, these committees before the panel.
ille-Chriatiaa-Counts,-Ptilslie Leheary - t vrtethiedis-sesneit brary- rest ed ----Agthere ifieert4ihr -Etsorrr-eatielrftY —
Saturday. community members, and the
The conference is one of seven to be remaining one-third are from the
held in the next two months throughout library and information science
the Kentucky districts. Delegates from community.
all walks of life will be given a chance to
inform their congressional represen-
tatives of the needs of their libraries
and how libraries can best fill the
community's needs for today and
tomorrow.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard will serve on
the hearing panel and will open the
hearing. Other panel members will be
committee -members who have been
working in each district to plan the
Delegates to the Governor's Con-
ference to be held March 18-20,1979, in
Lexington will be chosen by the hearing
panel from among participants at the
district hearings.The President's White
House Conference will be held it
Washington in October 1979.
Local officials and other interested
persons are invited to attend the 10 a.m.
meeting.
Dr. Sondra Ford, assistant professor
in the department of instruction and
learning at Murray State University,
has been asked to make a statement
County are Max B. Hurt and Dr. A. H.
Kopperud, co-chairmen of the First
District Committee; Lanette Thurman,
directoc of MSU's Personal Enrich-
ment Center, and Joan Wilson, Murray
Middle School librarian, members of
the District Steering Committee;
Margaret Trevathan, Calloway County
Public Library librarian and a member
of the Committee for the Unserved;
Margaret Franklin, director of
curriculum for the Murray City School
System; Paul Fritts, Calloway County
Public Library information officer; and
Mary Belle Overby, retired Murray
State librarian.
Murray Man Is Sentenced For
Alluding Police, Resisting Arrest
A Murray man faces 240 days in the
county jail and may lose his parole
• status from Eddyville State Peniten-
tiary after pleadings in Calloway
County District Court Monday.




The Murray Common Council will
meet in a called session at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Council Room of City
Hall.
The items on the agenda are the
opening of bids for a sanitation truck;
acceptance of a supplement to the 201,
Facilities Planning Study; and
presentation of the police car main-
tenance program.
Poplar, Murray, who alluded police in a
high speed chase through Murray city
streets late Sunday night.
According to County Attorney Max
Parker, Wafford pleaded -guilty to
driving while intoxicated, resisting
arrest, operating a motor vehicle on a
revoked license, attempting to allude
police and reckless driving.
Two additional charges, both theft by
unlawful taking of a value over $100,
are expected to go to the September
Grand Jury, Parker said.
A Murray Police spokesman said
Monday that Wafford led police on a
chase through the city; the chase ended
with Wafford crashing into a garage
owned by Evelyn Wilson, 1108 Olive.
Police arrested Wafford and during the
arrest found eight hubcaps in the rear
of his pickup, the spokesman said.
The police spokesman said the
hubcaps found matched the descrip-
tions of some stolen in Murray recently.
Parker said Wafford was out on
-
parole and because of the charges
leveled against him, and his subsequent
conviction, will probably be returned
back to Eddyville. The 240 day sentence
will then run concurrently with time at
the state facility should Wafford be sent
back. Parker emphasized, however, the
theft by unlawful taking cases against
the defendant will go to the September
Grand Jury.
The newspaper incorrectly identified
Jerry Wafford as Berry Wafford in the
Monday edition.
In other district court action from
Monday, a Hamlin man, Bobby
Waldrup, Hamlin, was convicted of four
counts of mounting wildlife skins
without a license, according to Gerald
Alexander, state conservation officer.
Calloway County gistrict Judge Ski
Easley fined Waldrup $25 on each count
plus costs, bringing his entire fine to
$127.50.
Waldrup is currently on a two year
probation period in which he may not
hunt or perform any taxidermy work,
following recent proceedings in federal
court, Paducah.
Life in Balloon Was...
By MARCUS EL1ASON
Associated Press Wrker
PARIS (AP) — They took off from a
clover field in Maine and their home
became a cramped red and yellow
gondola dangling below an 11-story
balloon like the point on a exclamation
mark. Nearly six days later, they
landed in a wheat field in France.
What was it really like, the first
trans-Atlantic balloon flight?—pipo_ pie
.never_ cease to ask, and thi three
balloonists seem at a loss to put it in
words. But from interviews and news
conferences, a picture begins to
emerge.
Larry Newman. Ben Abruzzo and
Maxie Anderson would never make it,
people said. Nobody had ever made it,
six people had died and they too would
inside today 
die. And what was the point anyway,
people said.
But the dire prophesies were washed
away as the Double Eagle H lofted
skyward from Maine and headed down
the valley of the Aroostook River
toward Europe, 3,200 miles away.
At 8:42 p.m. EDT, just after the sun
had dipped below Squapan Mountain,
they cast off from a field owned by
retired farmer Merle Sprague near
Presque Isle. "Oh my God," a spec-
tator gasped as the balloon dipped for
an instant. Then it`righted and floated
east.
The following Thursdays at 7:50 p.m.
— 1:50 p.m. EDT — the three men
landed in France. They had made it.
In between, there were times when
One Seetion — 14 Pages
Two Murray State assistant football coaches, Dan
Walker And Tom Pandolfi, are both former quar-
terbacks, as is Head Coach Mike Gottfried. For a
profile on these two coaches, see today's sports sec-
tion, pages 5-6. Also, a group of local teenagers who
volunteered for work at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital were recently honored. A story about them
appears today, Page 9.
generally
clear
Sunny today and Wednesday
arid generally clear tonight. Slow
warming through Wednesday
with highs today in the low Ms.
Lows tonight in the upper 50s to
Tow 1103:1hs on Wednesday in
the mid 80s.
Extended Forecast
'Little or no rainfall Thursday
through Saturday with tem-
peratures near or a bit above
seasonal normals. Highs in the
80s and lows In the Ms.
today's index
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the three, lacking natural air at 20,000
feet, were afraid to doze off lest their
oxygen supply falter and they die in
their sleep. Storms whipped them and
ice crusts pushed them toward the
rolling sea like a huge unyielding paw.
Winds blew too hard or too soft,
equipment inexplicably failed.
The weather was fine as they drifted
over Newfoundland. There was a
magnificent view of the rugged island,
but it gave way to the Atlantic, endless
expanses of blue. Veteran balloonists
have called it the nearest thing on
Earth to outer space. •
The three balloonists were
businessmen from New Mexico, family
men with a passion for the air.
Neasnan, 31 and married just five
months, is president of the world's
largest maker of hang gliders.
Anderson, 44, coppery-haired and
handsome, runs a uranium-mining
outfit.
Abruzzo, president of a ski factcrY, is
48. the daddy of the three. He had sworn
he would not try to cross the Atlantic
again after last year's attempt, when
he and Anderson were forced to ditch
off Iceland and Abruzzo's legs were
ravaged by frostbite.
They had learned much from that
failure. For instance, this time they
took small heaters. The gondola was
equipped with a sea anchor and a sail.
They brought axes in case they had to
hack off bits of the gondola to keeP
height.
They had canned sardines, turkey,
ham, soup, coffee, tea and cocoa. Pius
hinJot;lltildg - paotein-padred c'on-
coctions, and a 30-day supply of
emergency rations if they were
stranded. Newman brought doughnuts-
They carried TV cameras, loads of
navigational* equiptneiit, and 5.500
pounds of sand and lead for ballast All
told, that "particle of air" weighed five
tons, heavy as a truck.
See BALLOONLSTS,
Page 14, Column 2
AIRPORT CONSTRUCTION — Grade and drain work is progressing on the extension of Runway 23 at Murray-
Calloway County Airport, Emerine Construction is handling the grade work, with M & H Construction expected to
pave the 1,000 feet extension, according to airport board chairman Dr. Hugh Oakley. Workmen are also expected
to build new turnarounds at both ends of the runway, extend the runway lights and install air to ground radio
lighting control systems as part of the federal-state-local expansion program. Oakley said grade work should be
complete in another two weeks with paving to start after that. Oakley said officials anticipate having the project
complete in October. The airport, called Kyle Field and located on Penny Road, has a new agriculture flying-service
operated by Bill Williamson.
Nations Businesses Call For
Hefty Congressional Tax Cut
WASHINGTON (AP) — Represen-
tatives of the nation's businesses,
usually among the most conservative
witnesses to appear before Congress,
are calling for a tax cut nearly twice the
size recommended by the Carter ad-
ministration and the House.
TTere are two catches, though. The
Chamber of Commerce says cor-
porations and investors should get a
bigger share of the $30 billion tax cut it
proposes and that the cut should be
accompanied by a slowdown in federal
spending growth.
"The time is ripe for Congress to
limit 1979 outlays to $480 billion," which
would permit a 7 percent growth in
spending and still allow a bigger tax cut
without increasing the deficit, Jack
Carlson, the chamber's chief
economist, told the Senate Finance
Committee on Monday.
Congress seems likely to limit
spending to about $489 billion next year.
But the chamber's philosophy on taxes
seems to fit well with that of the
committee. That panel is expected to
enlarge the House-passed tax cut of
$16.3 billion — though not to the
chamber's $30 billion mark and is a
good bet to increase the share for
business and investors.
The Carter administration says it is
comfortable with the size of the bill
passed by the House, but prefers that a
larger share go to lower-and-middle-
income individuals and that the capital
gains relief, aimed at helping investors,
be reduced.
The tax on capital gains, which are
profits from the sale of stocks, real
estate and other assets, was the biggest
stumbling block when the bill was in the
House. Because the finance etimrnittee
almost unanimously supports a lower
„capital gains tax, that issue is not as
volatile in the Senate.
Carlson, speaking for the chamber,
advocated a bigger capital gains
reduction than was passed by the
House. Roland M. Bixler, representing
the National Association of
Manufacturers, urged a separate
reduction in the corporate capital gains
tax.
They contend the tax is so high it
stifles investment in business. As a
result, they say, the economy and
worker productivity lags and inflation
worsens.
Current law taxes one-half of in-
dividual capital gains at the same rate
as a taxpayer's other income. Except
for a $10,000 exclusion, the other half is
subject only to a minimum tax of 15
percent, meaning capital gains, in
theory, can be subject to a maximum
tax of up to 49.1 percent. In reality, the
)average tax is about 16 percent.
The House-passed bill would reduce
the maximum tax to about 35 percent
and, starting in 1980
PSC Airs Views From Needy
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, 'Ky. (API —
Representatives of the elderly and poor
have asked the state Public Service
Commission on Monday more con-
sideration by utilities for those unable
to pay mounting energy bills.
However, most utility spokesmen.
who also testified at Monday's public
hearing, claimed their policies make
provisions for help to the needy.
About 20 persons spoke for both sides
at the session, called by the PSC to
discuss its current rules which, unless
tevised, will be used next winter when
the crises are expected to arise again.
The testimony revolved mostly
around cutoffs of residential customers
during severe weather, and one witness
suggested a regulation allowing
customers with large bills who cannot
pay to pay10 percent of the amount due
and the remainder the rest of the year
— a kind of informal budget plan.
Col Owens, of the Office of Kentucky.
Legal Services Programs Inc. at
Lexington, said utilities would . con-
sequently be better off getting some
money instead of none.
Besides, he said, the utility would net
have to make up the bad debts from
customers who pay regularly.
But later in the day, Green River
Electric Co. of Owensboro made a plea
for continued flexibility — allowing
companies to handle each case of non-
payment individually without the need
for a statewide rule.
Stanley Dean, its spokesman, also
called for criminal penalties for
diversion of current and tampering
with meters, a practice he asserted has
increased in the past few years.
The usually consumer-oriented at-
torney general's office took a somewhat
different stance.
I don't think the utilities should get
into the welfare business and attempt to
determine hardship cases,' said
Assistant Attorney General Glenda
Beard. "I don't know of any utilities
which have social, workers on their
staffs."
Washington Residents Close
To Victory In 'Rights' Battle
WASHINGTON (AP) — Residents of
the nation's capital are closer than they
have ever been to victory in their
decades-long battle for the right to elect
senators and representatives.
"I think it's going to be decided by
one or two votes," Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, 13-Mass., told reporters as the
Senate approached a vote scheduled for
late today. "Weie hopeful, but it's
basically a cliffhanger."
"I think you would have to agree with
that," said an aide to 'Sen. Orrin G.
Hatch, R-Utah, a leading opponent of
the measure. The efe said that the
opponents thought they had S good
chance to defeat it. -
A number of amendments were
expected, including one by Sen. Wipam
L Scott, RsVa., giving the mayor of
Washington. D.C. the power .to fVl
senatorial vacancies. Kennedy said
proponents expected little trouble
defeating the amendments, which if
approved could force the measure into
a House-Senate conference committee.
President Carter intensified pressure
for passage with a statement late
Monday calling the measure "a major
human rights priority of my ad-
ministration."
"Virtually every other_oleary_th Mrs..
fre Id already provides full voting
rerpesltation to the citizens of its
capital city," Carter said.
The proposed constitutional amend-,
merit, already passed by the House,
needs a two-thirds majority of the
senators present.
If approved by the Senate, it will
require the approval of the legislatures
of 38 states within seven years to
become part of the Constitution.
Hatch told the Senate Monday the
•
measure had "almost no chance at all
of being ratified." Scott predicted that
legislators "would question ... whether
they would diminish the representation
of their own states" by electing two
senators from the exclusively urban
District of Columbia.
The Senate last comidered the
question of full congressional
_Lew esenuati oo for the district in 1971s14
was defeated 68-23. A partial list of
congressional hearings on the issue
compiled at that time showed that -
Congress had been considering it off
and on since at least 1916.
Kennedy said thes!'stroagest" of She
amendments proposed by opponents
was a proposal by Sen James McClure,
R-Idaho, to transfer the residential and
business areas of the district to neigh-
boring Mai- 'land It was defeated 47,15
on Monday.
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Bridal Courtesies Given To
Honor, Mrs. Phillip Morris
:Several other courtesies
siere extended to Mrs.
Phillip Morris, the former
Tonya Leigh Carroll, prior
to the wedding on August 5.
A miscellaneous shower
*as given by Mrs. Larry
Wright, Mrs. Frank Towery,
Mrs. Charles Stubblefield,
Sirs. Hugh Miller, and Mrs.
lirent Morris, Jr.
'• Refreshments of cake,
gunch, mints, and nuts were
served at the table
decorated with a silver
centerpiece filled with multi-
colored summer roses and
matching. candle holders
with peach candles.
The honoree was presented
with a corsage of white
daisies. The mothers, Mrs.
:Tonuny 'Carroll and Mrs.
$rent Morris, and the
grandmothers, Mrs. Robert
Cole and Mrs. Macon White,
iyere presented corsages of
*lite carnations.
kitchen shower was held
at' the home of Mrs. Bill
Fisrgerson with Mrs. Jimmy
Boone as cohostess.
or the occasion the
haisoree wore a peach skirt
and matching top. Cokes and
fresh peach dessert were
served. The hostesses
presented the honoree with a
slow cooker as a wedding
gift.
A bridal shower was given
in the home of Mrs, Ed
Casroll. The, honoree chose









106 S. Market St.
kross from Post Office
Paris. Tennessee
tiered skirt and matching
top and was presented a
corsage of baby mums.
The hostess presented the
honoree with a mooster
plant.
A household shower was
held at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ with
Mesdames Larry Evans,
Earl Steele, Gene Parker,
James Thurmond, Tom
Rowlett, Max Walker, Leon
Adams, John Williams, and
Billy Rue Nix as hostesses.
The honoree opened her
many lovely gifts at the
Labia overlaid_with A yellow_
floral cloth adorned with an
umbrella. Refreshments of
punch, open sandwiches,
cake, and mints were ser-
ved.
The hostesses presented
the honoree with place mats
and matching napkins to
compliment her pottery and
flatware.
Mr. and Mrs. James
Lassiter entertained with a
dinner in their lovely home
in Gatesborough Estates.
-e1J"
The 'first recorded flood of
the Mississippi River took
place on March 18, 1543.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Lynn Johnson
Miss Janet Lynn Rowland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert E. Rowland of Almo, became the bride of Roger
Lynn Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Johnson of
Murray, in a private summer ceremony at the Bethel
United Methodist Church.
The Rev. Layne Shanklin officiated at the wedding.
The bride is a senior at Calloway County High School.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ruben
Rowland of Almo and A. B. Jewell of Murray.
The groom is a 1978-graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently- employed at the General Tire and
Rubber Company, Mayfield. He is the grandson of Mrs.
Tannie D. Johnson and L. D. Cook, Sr., both of 'Murray.
Vocational FBLA Chapter
Wins Award At Hardinsburg
Hardinsburg was the scene




tended by local FBLA
members and advisers
during the week of July 31
to August 4.
This camp is held annually
for newly elected local,
tonites movies
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regional, and state chapter
officers from throughout the
state to prepare them for
the coming year.
Those attending from the
Murray Vocational Center
were Shelia Phillips,
president, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James F. Phillips;
Nancy Murdock, treasurer,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Don Murdock; Ginger Black,
parliamentarian, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Black;
and Mrs. Martha Crawford,
FBLA Adviser. A total of 268
attended the camp this year.
Miss Murdock received the
outstanding treasurer's
plaque presented in the
treasurers' training class at
camp. This award was
presented in each officer's
class to the one who par-
ticipated, showed leadership
abilities, and had en-
thusiasm. Miss Phillips was
elected to serve on the State
Board as Region I vice-
president.
Each member was
assigned to a recreation
group competing in softball,
basketball, volleyball,
badminton, tennis, and other
recreational activities for
the best recreation group.
Ginger Black was on the
winning team and received a
cup with the FBLA logo on
it.
The Murray Chapter
received the Hollis and Kitty
Guy Gold Seal Chapter
Award of Merit which is
presented those chapters for
recognition of outstanding
work. Only nineteen chap-
ters received this award in
Kentucky.
Various other activities
included workshops in of-
ficer duties, parliamentary
proceduce, public speaking,
and committee work in the




speakers were also featured
throughout the week.
Each afternoon some type
of recreation was planned
including swimming, soft-
ball, tennis, etc. Nights were
filled with dances, a swim
meet, and a talent show.
The Murray Chapter
presented a dance routine,
"The Murray Twerps."
All of these activities help
to develop and make a
better leader out of those
FBLA members who at-
tended, just as the many
activities provided duruig
the year helps the 8,000
FBLA members throughout
the state of Kentucky, Mrs.
Crawford said.
SHELIA PHILLIPS,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James F. Phillips of Hazel
Route One, was elected and
Installed as vice-president of
Region I Future Business
Leaders of America at the
Kentucky FBLA Leadership
Training Conference held in
Hardinsburg during the
week of July 31 to August 4.
As vice-president she will
serve on the Kentucky
FBLA Executive Board and
will direct and preside at
the Region I FBLA Con-
ference that will be held at
Murray State University in
the spring.
HIGH ON A WEDGE
The pump wedges









Your Individual  7).P 
Horoscope
  Frames Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY AUGUST 23,1,78
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
ARIES 
20,'Y'Mar. 21 to Apr. 0i
Stellar influences
beneficent. Take advantage





Apr. 21 to May 21)






( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Neriilirle
Be careful what you read
into this day. It has fine
potential, but all things must
be handled with discretion.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20i
Don't plan on expanding
activities unless sure they are
within wise limits and that you




unwise. In all situations, look 41,,,., to-rab-19  
surface. Avoid extravagance now.
May 22 to June ri Friction about financialger7 matters is possible with a
GEMINI 
Smart thinking and adroit partner — marital or
action — innate with YOU — business. Take no risks
will be the order of the day. whatsoever with assets.
You can do a brilliant job in isiscas
most areas through well- (Feb. 20th Mar. 20)
coordinated management. One of your top days for
CANCER attainment, but strengthen
June 22 to July 731‘21,C1-4 present status before tackling
You will not approve of all new Ventures. Use that ex--
the action about but, in your traordtnarily good judgment





July 24 to Aug. 23)4/24
Mixed influences will bring
some advantages, some
disadvantages. Study all the




Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) nP%.
It may take longer than
usual to put across your ideas,
but you can accomplish much,
nevertheless, and mike a
good impression. Be alert to
the wiles of flatterers.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Productive influences en-
courage all your endeavors —
especially those along
creative lines. Some in-
teresting communications
indicated.
SCORPIO*c.lead you. Birhtdate of: King
I Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 'writs- Louis XVI of France; Gene
Do the best overall job you \ Kelly, dancer, actor.
can but be careful to dif-
YOU BORN TODAY, as a
Leo-Virgo cuspal (one born at
the change of Signs), possess
many of the traits of both,
which makes you an ex-
tremely interesting in-
dividual. You have the typical
reserve of the Virgoan; are
not as dynamic and ex-
pressive as the average Leoite
but, on the other hand, are far
more practical than your Leo
brother. You could be a
tremendous success in the
business and financial worlds;
also in real estate and
manufacturing. Your in-
ventive powers are un-
mistakable, and you may have
outstanding talent along
musical lines. As with the true
Leoite, you are extremely
versatile and could succeed as
a writer, lawyer, physician or
scientist — inflict, in almost




































• Plenty of Golden Brown
Boneless Chicken Filets
• French Fries
• Fresh Creamy Cole Slaw
• 2 Southern-style Hushpuppies
and our Special Sweet 'n Sour Sauce
t par; c:,(3at NI GOMM I)
Captain D's,
Kids!
Don't forget your Back lb School Classroom Kit.
PADUCAli & MURRAY
Wed. Aug. 23
At Bel Air Center




niture, baskets, plants, plan-
ters, rugs, kitchen ac-
cessories and art prints are
just a few of the exciting
decorative possibilities
available at Pier 1.
Come visit a world of dif-
ference with more new
looks for less.
Area Rugs. Selection of
Oriental Indian and con-
temporary designs in lots of
sizes and colors.
4
Swing Chair. Unique hand-
crafted chair for indoors or
out. Steel frame, mighty
chain, extra rattan wrap-
ping.
720000
Baskets. Heaps of shapes
and sizes with an endless
. variety of uses Versatile
and inexpensive
- Bei-Aff Sgopping Center
Murray, Ky.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Sat.
oiP




Tau Phi Lambda sorority
will meet at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at seven p.m.
with Cynthia Hart as
hostess'
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Hayride for seven miles
with midway stop for a
cookout will start at Center
Station at 6:30 p.m. in the
__Land--liat weak __She  Lake.a.
Make reservations before
one p.m. at campground
gates with cost being one
dollar per person.
Tuesday, August 22
Lake Area Singles will
hold square dance lessons at
the American Legion Hall,
Murray, at 7:30 p.m.
Oaks Recreation
Association will have a
called membership meeting
at 7:30 p.m. in the club
room.
Wednesday, August 23
Hazel Senior Citizens will
met, at the Hazel Com-
munity Center at twelve
noon for a congregate meal
followed by a craft lesson at
one p.m.
Slide show on eagles of
Land Between the Lakes will






Chicken Fry Steak Meal
Includes FREE dessert sundae that you
build for yourself! Also our garden-fresh salad
bar, fries or baked potato, Stockade Toast,
drink. C'mon in during our "Month of Sun-
daes", through Labor Dayl At participating
locations.
9-6 MON., TUES. & SAT.
9-8 WED., THURS., FRI.
1-5 SUNDAY










will be shown at three p.m.
at Center Station in Land.
Between the Lakes.
Shopping for Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by nine a.m. for
morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping.
Twilight golf will be at
Murray Country Club at 5:30




Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hill
returned home Friday after
a fifteen days' motor tour of
twelve states. They made
the trip in their travel
trailer.
States included in their
trip were Missouri,
Colorado, Wyoming, Mon-




Points included in their
itinerary were the Harry
Truman Home and Museum
in Missouri, Buffalo Bill
Park in Cody, Wyoming,
Yellowstone National Park,
West Yellowstone Park,
Grand Tetons, Zion National
Park, Idaho Falls, Idaho,
Grand Canyon National
Park, Petrified Forest and
Painted Desert, Glen Canyon
Dam, and many other points
of interest.
Mr. Hill is employed with
a building contractor firm,
and Mrs. Hill is with the
Health Services at Murray
State University.
Ladies day luncheon will
be served at the Murray
Country Club at twelve noon
with Peggy Billington as
luncheon chairman. Golf and





in America will have a
chapter organizational
meeting at the Mid-Continent
Bible College, Mayfield, at
7:30 p.m. For information
call Leland King 753-8355 or
753-0716.
Knights of Columbus
dinr.2.r for ladies night will
be at St. Leo's Catholic
Church at 6:30 p.m.
Legion of Mary will meet
at 1:30 p.m. in the rectory
of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
"You're A Good Man
Charlie Brown" will be
presented at the City-County
Park at eight p.m. by the rn
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m.
for activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Slide show and field trip to
observe summer wildflowers
will start at Center Station





present "You're - A Good
Man Charlie Brown" at the
City-County Park at eight
p.m. .
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
is scheduled to meet at the




, Symptoms From Exposure
To Tobacco Smoke
Q. Ms. A. R. writes that
she formerly smoked ciga-
rettes but stopped smok-
ing years ago. She says
that she is experiencing
more and more difficulty
when she is exposed to
tobacco smoke. She notes
that her eyes burn and
water, and her nose feels
irritated, "as if I am com-
ing down with a cold."
She adds, "1r I am in a
room for several hours
with sm4ers, I often de-
velop a headache, dizzi-
ness, and even nausea.
"Could all these symp-
toms mean that I am now
allergic to tobacco smoke?
Are any medicines
available to help me?"
A. The irritation to your
eyes and nose could be due
to allergies to several of
the many components in
tobacco smoke. Some of
them can be toxic to the
moistened tissues of your
eyes and nose.
After being in a room
with smokers, the oxygen
s.,,,could be reduced and the
carbon monoxide
increased. The gradual
rise in carbon monoxide
could account for your
headaches, dizziness, and
nausea.
No medicines are helpful
in reducing such signs and
symptoms which you
describe. Prevention by
the, avoidance of exposure
is the best treatment.
Why not explain .your
trouble to those you visit
and ask them not to smoke
in your presence. Many-
smokers are becoming
more responsive to the re-
-quest that they not smoke.
Air conditioning is help-
ful. Air circulation, as on
airplanes, reduces the
amount of exposure, such
as riding in the non-smok-
to section.
Wortening the duration
of your exposure will also
be beneficial.
NOSPITALIEWS I





Mrs. Verla J. Smith and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., James L. Scruggs, Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Mary F.
Ramsey and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Mae Evelyn
Key, Rt. 4, Cadiz, Mrs. Sandra
Hickerson, 101 Walnut,
Benton, James R. Sweatman,
Almo, ?Ars. Beatrice K. Smith,
3252 Vailview Dr., Nashville,
Tenn., Mrs. Barbara L. Seese,
Rt. 6, Box 351, Murray, Mrs.
Mary L. Robinson, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Mrs. Elizabeth A.
Patrum, Rt. 4, Paris, Mrs.
Charlene Norsworthy, Shady
Oaks, Murray, Mrs. Betty J.
Keel, Rt.- 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
Alton R. Jones, Rt. 3, Murray,
Johnny E. Johnson, 1201 Lone
Oak Rd., Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Opal E. Hill; Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Abbie Herndon,
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Wacilyn
Harrington, 1000 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Mildred L.
Dodd, Rt. 1, Alnico, Jessie M.
Davidson, Rt. 2 Box 377, Paris,
Tenn., Wayne L. Clayton, Rt.
3, Benton, Bradley F. Bucy,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Dottie L.
Bailey, 1705 Wells Blvd.,
Murray, Tommy D. Work-
man, Rt. 1, Box 175A, Murray,
Mrs. Myrtle I. Underhill, Rt.
3, Murray, Frederick L.
Tobey, Rt. 1 Box 62, Kirksey,
Mrs. Mary M. Rogers, 210
Irvan, Murray, Mrs. Erma
Perry, 500 S. 2nd., Murray.
Mrs. Nell E. Howard, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Mack T. Hosford,
Gen. Del., Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Ruth H. Filbeck, 602
Main, Murray, Mrs. Lois H.
Earhart, Rt. 1, Dover, Tenn.,
Mrs. Lillian I. Dick, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Vina E. Boren,
Rt. 5, Cadiz.
dt... AI ft
We are pleased to announce that
Donna Hughes, bride-elect of Teddv
Futrell has selected her Pottery and
Crystal from our complete bridal
registry. •
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Smallpox May Be A Thing
Of The Past
Q. Mr. R. S. wants to
know if it is true that
smallpox vaccinations are
no longer necessary, even
when traveling abroad.
A. Smallpox may have
been completely eradi-
cated from the face of the
earth.
The lagrrerorded case
was in the East African
town of Merka, Somalia, in
October, 1976. This patient
recovered without infect-
ing another person.
The smallpox virus ap-
parently could live only in
man. Therefore, if the pop-
ulation became immune ei-
ther by having the disease
or by vaccination, the in-
fection could be spread
only among persons with-
out immunity. As it was
increasing through infec-
tions and mass vaccination
programs, the difficulty in
spreading increased for
the virus.
The World Health Organ-
ization carried out an erad-
ication drive in recent
years under the direction
of, Dean Donald Anderson
of Johns Hopkins School of
Public Health While no
final conclusion of the com-
plete elimination of
smallpox will be made un-
til October, 1978, if no
cases develop, the chances
are excellent that a major
health objective has been
accomplished in the eradi-
cation of a disease that has
been a threat to life and a
major scourge for centu-
ries.
James W. Courtney, 0.D.
Announces The Opening
of his office at





Specializing In Contact Lenses
SHOP EARLY FOR THE BEST PRICES AND
WIDEST SELECTION OF THE SEASON'S LOVELIEST
COATS, LAYAWAYS, TOO!
WE HAVE A TREMENDOUS SELECTION OF LEATHER
COATS, PANTS AND LONG STYLES, FUR—
TRIMMED AND UNTRIMMED DRESSY AND
CASUAL STYLES
ALL DURING THE MONTH OF AUGUST.
OUR 3 STORES HAVE A LARGE SELECTION
OF PANT COATS, JACKETS
AND LONG COATS
EXCELLENT SELECTIONS OF LONG WOOL








MAKE YOUR COAT SELECTION FROM OUR
MOST FASHIONABLE LINES. WHATEVER THE PURCHASE PRICE
WE'LL GIVE YOU A 20% GIFT CERTIFICATE GOOD
ON ANY OTHER MERCHANDISE IN OUR STORES.
LAY AWAY EARLY! GIFT CERTIFICATES WILL BE ISSUED WHEN
UIYAWAYS ARE TAKEN OUT!
By All 3frans Co To
MAYFIELD-RATON-UNION CITY
PAGE 4 THE MURRAY, 14., LEDGER & TIMES, Tuesday, August U, 1978
Inside Report ttouianii IA an- and Hobert Novak
Kemp's
Reagan Blow
WASHINGTON — Rep. Jack Kemp
no longer feels bound to honor his
commitment to support Ronald Reagan
for president in 1980 and may announce
his own candidacy in November,
disturbing Reagan's majestic march
toward the Republican nomination.
Kemp's private pledge of support
three months ago has been regarded •
within the Reagan camp as a bulwark
of its campaign for rnaximian support
within the party's dominant con-
servative wing. But this was always
considered a blunder by Kemp ad-
visers, and the congressman himself
felt relieved of the promise when the
Reaganites publicly revealed it.
Thus, as Kemp ponders conflicting
advice whether to make an an-
nouncement in November, he is not
inhibited by ties to Reagan. Whatever
he does in November, after the mid-
term election, chances are better than
even he will run for president in 1980.
With conservative Rep. Philip Crane
the first announced candidate and with
Kemp himself the hottest current at-
traction on the Republican banquet
circuit. Reagan's hopes to monopolize
the Republican right are tieing shat-
tered.
Kemp's presidential thoughts ac-
tually go back to last January when he
dined in Manhattan with close advisers
(including writer Irving Kristol and
Jude •Wanniski, then a Wall Street
Journal editor). It was decided that
instead of running for governor of New
York this year, Kemp should wait for
two 1980 qptions; a run for the Senate
seat now held. by liberal Republican
Jacobs Javits — or the presidency.
-Nevertheless, Kemp- was unprepared
for the May 6 syndicated column of
conservative James Jackson
Kilpatrick, pushing Kemp for president
and writing off Reagan as "getting a
little long in the tooth." That was too
much, too soon for Kemp, who entered
politics as an off-se ascii aide for
California Gov. Reagan while still
playing professional football.
Shortly after Kilpatrick's column,
Reagan aide Peter Hannaford
telephoned Kemp for an appointment.
Before Hannaford could say anything in
the meeting at the congressman's of-
fice, Kemp volunteered this: forget the
Kemp-for-president talk; count me in
supporting Reagan if he runs; ril be
trying for the Senate, whether or not
Javits quits.
Kemp's inner circle was horrified. He
defended his action on grounds that
Reagan was the only prominent
RepLblican then praising Kemp ana the
Kemp-Roth tax reduction bill, and also
was stressing national defense, Kemp's
other big issue. Besides with Crane's
candidacy not yet surfaced, Reagan
seemed to have the conservatives to
himself.
But a small cloud appeared. After
meeting Hannaford, Kemp called
Reagan in California, pleading with
him to help ex-Reagan aide Jeffrey
Bell's seeming quixotic effort to unseat
liberal Sen. Clifford Case in the New
Jersey primary. Could Reagan at least
raise money for Bell? Reagan, seeking
to prove himself no right-wing party-
wrecker, declined.
On May 12, Kemp adviser Wanniski,
in California on a last assignment for
the Wall Street Journal bdore
resigning from the paper, lunched in
Los Angeles with Reagan aide Han-
naforri. Wanniski's message; you can't
hold Kemp to supporting Reagan,.
Wanniski argued that Reagan broke
the compact by rejecting Kemp's plea
to help Bell. But anyway, he continued,
this was "force majeure" — an
Awaiting Vatican
Smoke Signals
By HUGH A. MULL1GA,N
AP Special Correspondent
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Ready
reference and handy historical guide
for armchair Vaticardsti waiting for the
smoke signals from the conclave
beginning Fnday to elect a successor to
Pope Paul VI.
Conclaves — from the Latim clan
clave, with key — began in 1216 when
Roman crowds grew tired of waiting for
the election of Honorius III and locked
the cardinals inside the papal palace to
hurry them along. The longest recorded
conclave lasted two years. nine months
and three days before choosing
Gregory X in 1272.
Adrian Florenz of Utrecht, in the
Netherlands, who became Adrian VI in
1522, was the last non-Italian chosen.
Angelo Roncalli was 77 when he
became John XXIII in 1958, the first
pope in more than two centuries over
70.
Benedict IX. in 1032, is the youngest
pope on record. Some scholars say he
was 12, others 30. Both his uncles were
popes and he disgraced himself by
selling the office to his godfather.
Marcellus II, elected in 1555, was the
last pope to keep his baptismal name.
In the early church, most popes used
their own names. The custom of
choosing another name was firmly
established with the election in 1009 of
Sergius IV, who was born Peter Bocce
Porci, or Peter Pig's Mouth.
Popes have been chosen by a two-
thirds majority vote of the conclave
since 1274.
The choice is not limited to cardinals;
any male who has ''no just im-
pediment" is eligible But Urban VI,
elected exactly six centuries ago, was
the last non-cardinal to be chosen. He
was bishop of Bart
Some conclaves were also not so
fussy about impediments. Julius II
1503-13), the patron of Michelangelo
who commissioned the frescos in the
Sistine Chapel, had three children.
Alexander VI, the most scandalous of
the Borgias, fathered at lea.st five
children. including 1.ucrezia.
The average age of the 111 cardinals
who will enter the conclave area in the
Borgia apartments on Friday evening
is 66. They include 27 Italians, the
fewest ever; eight Americans, the most
ever; 12 Africans, nine Asians and 29
from the rest of Europe.
One third of the world's Catholics live
..„-Ilible-71mAugla
For they that are After the flesh 40
Itmiqd the things of the' Tifi, but then
that are after the Spirt the things id
Spirit. — Romans 1:5. 1,
On what does your





the world of the
you will reap
in South America, a statistic
dramatized by Brazil's six voting
cardinals.
A hundred cardinals, all appointed by
Paul VI, have never attended a con-
clave before. With cardinals over 80
excluded by Paul's new rules, only
three appointed by Pius XII and eight
by John XXIII will be passing through
the Damascus Gate into the lockup.
When a winner is chosen ani4 accepts,
the locked doors will-be opened by the
youngest cardinal, 49-year-old Jaime
Sin of Manila, who will summon a
master of ceremonies to bring in a set
of papal vestments.
Capitol Ideas
irresistible power; the tide buildirn
behind Kemp would sweep away trivial
personal promises.
Kemp's self-described "bomb
thrower," Wanniski, was not
authorized by the congressman to make
these arguments. Kemp does not
discount the "force majeure" theory.
but he has never agreed that Reagan's
non-support for Bell who won in New
Jersey anyway) invalidated his
commitment to Reagan.
. However, a reason for disconnecting
from Reagan was supplied by our
column of June 4, which reported
Kemp's pledge. George Bush, himself a
presidential hopeful, telephoned Kemp
in alarm. So did businessman Leon
Parma, an intimate of Gerald R. Ford.
Kemp then called Hannaford, saying
how unhappy he was to see their
"private" conversation in print.
Although he did not specifically sa
inform Hannaford, Kemp believes this
was a breach of confidence relieving
him of his commitment.
Since then, the Republican National
Committee has adopted the Kemp-Roth
bill as party doctrine and Kemp has
attracted a spectrum of boosters of all
ideological colors seeking a new face.
Irving Kirstol wants Kemp to announce
in November and urge all other
aspirants also to get in — precisely
what Reagan does not want. In Kemp's
office, Kristol's suggestion has been
subject to intense debate.
But November is not the point of no
return. When Kemp attended ' pro
football commissioner Pete Roselle's
annual party at his Westchester County
estate Aug, 11, . corporate magnates
were enthusiastically talking Kemp for
president. That is moving toward the
"critical mass" that Wanniski feels
makes Kemp's candidacy unavoidable.
Certainly, no commitment to Reagan













WASHINGTON (AP) — Watching the
House in action is something like ob-
serving a centipede — there's lots of
action for so little forward movement.
But even a centipede can move
briskly once it spies a juicy morsel.
And the juiciest morsel of all to the
House is its recess — or, as they prefer
to call it, the district home work period.
So it was this past week in Congress.
On Monday, the House worked until 9
p.m., debating and finally passing a
$7.1 billion foreign aid bill.
Tuesday, it spent seven hours
debating before deciding to grant
supporters of the proposed Equal
Rights Amendment another three years
and three months to get three
recalcitrant states into their column.
And on Wednesday, it werked from 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. deciding what federal
budget limits it would impose upon
itself for appropriations for the coining
fiscal year.
But then came Thursday — the last
day of work before House members
marched off for a two-week respite.
The House passed 10 bills Thursday,
rejected another and even found time to
pass two resolutions. And it adjourned
at 6 p.m. — three haurs earlier than any
other day of the week. '
Admittedly, none of the legislation
passed was as complicated -- or as rich
with the sweat of taxpayers' labor - as
some others on which the House spent
more time. Ad admittedly, all of the
latation muftdered Thuraaay was in
the form of House-Senate conference
reports, which means that the House
previously had considered the merits—
If not all the provisions - of the"VIT
But the legislation still was im-
portant, ranging from an authorization
bill for intelligence activities to
legislation revising federal policy on oil
and gas drilling.
And so, if this fable has a moral, it is
that even a centipede can become a
sprinter when the prize is attractive
'enough.
4- -f-
Rep. Parren Mitchell, the dapper
representative from Baltimore, uses
satire with the skill of a swordsman.
And his latest attack left even his
victim laughing at the wounds Mitchell
so deftly inflicted.
Responding to a proposal by Rep.
Elliott Levitas, I)-Ge., to cut federal
funding to the cities, the Maryland
Democrat told the House how he always
planned to settle in Georgia if he ever
left Baltimore.
And then he rolled off a list of possible
sites: Savannah, "the garden stop of
the East Coast, a city in distress;"
Athena "a gorgeous place ... if it
comes out of its financial distress;"
Macon, "a symbol of revitalization,
which, hopefully, one day will come out
of its economic distress.
"Mr. Chairman, I love each one of
these Georgia cities so much that I
would ask for defeat of the gentleman's
amendment," Mitchell said.
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Garrott's Galley
How One Lady Made History
At The Murray Invitational
Dr. LaVerne Ryan, who teaches all
kinds of secretarial skills out at Murray
State, recently made history in
Murray's golfing circles. She became
the first woman to play in the Murray
Invitational, strictly a men's event, in
the 19 years of its existence.
LaVerne didn't actually ,,enter the
tournament, but she did play nine holes
among the 200-player field totally
unaware that she was writing a new
chapter in the history of the event. It
happened like this on Saturday mor-
ning, July 29:
She and husband Charles, who play
golf about as often as they go sky
diving, simply thought they would go
out to the country club that morning
and play a round of golf. They didn't
know that the invitational, the BIG
event of the year at the club, was being
played that weekend, nor did they know
that the course was closed to all except
the players competing in the tour-
nament. It just seemed like a good
morning to play some golf.
+++
So, LaVerne got all decked out in a
srnart yellow outfit with a saucy little
hat to match while Charles slipped into
a paw of shorts and out to the club they
went, driving up near the ladies' tee on
the first hole.
Some 100 yards back down the
fairway was the men's tee and from
which Vernon Shown and Bill
Furgerson were starting the foursomes
teeing off in the invitational at 10-
minute intervals. A.s_luck would have it,
the foursome that had just teed off was
well on the way and approaching the
fist green.
Neither LaVerne or Charles noticed
anyone on the first tee getting ready to
hit. It seemed like an opportune
moment to tee it up and get started,
which they did from the ladies' tee.
No one at the clubhouse or in the
darters' tent noticed them tee off. In
fact, they were putting on the third
green, which is about 75 yards in front
of the clubhouse before anyone noticed
them.
The questions filled the air! "Who's
the lady in the yellow outfit on the third
green?" "What's she doing on the
course?" "How did she get on the
course?"
"Well, I didn't start her!" Vernon
exclaimed to tournament chairman Joe
Rezroat. "I didn't either!" echoed
Coach Furgeraon. "Don't look at me!"
chimed in the pro, Jimmy Sullivan.
LaVerne and Charles had just ap-
peared, as if suddenly from nowhere.
•+++
No big problem, the tournament
officials decided after quickly getting
their heads together. LaVerne and
Charles weren't holding up the tour-
nament—They weeenl-interferring in
any way with any players, so the
decision was to say nothing to them and
let them go on and play the first nine,
which they did.
But as they walked up the hill to the
clubhouse after finishing the ninth hole
LaVerne turned to Charles and said,
"There certainly are a lot of people out
here this morning. Do you suppose they
are having some kind of tournament?"
That's how this bit of history was
made.
. +++
Apparently this is the year for snakes
In garbage cans.
Mrs. Louise Buckingham, our affable
next-door neighbor and widow of the
late-Ray Buckingham, was bitten by
0111e a few weeks back.
Someone had told Mrs. Buck about
something they had read in the paper,
and when she looked for that particular
paper she remembered she already had
put it in the garbage can.
Although it was about 10 p.m., she
went out, took the lid off the garbage
can and, rummaging around in it, came
up with the paper, but not before she
felt a sting-like tinge on her arm.
"I didn't think anything about it," she
said later, "but as I got ready to go to
bed I noticed a red, swollen place about
the size of a silyer dollar on my arm.
Right in the middle of it were two little
punctures."
About halfway suspecting a spider
bite and a bit apprehensive about going
to bed with it like that, she stayed up
until after midnight, watching
television but keeping one eye on the
place on her arm. "It wasn't bothering
me and didn't seem to be getting any
worse, so I went on to bed and to sleep,"
she said.
She already had an appointment for
the following morning with Dr. John
Quertermous, and when she was called
into his office, she asked him to take a
look at her arm. "Something stung or
bit me last night," she told him.
"I'll say it did," Dr. John replied,
noticing the two little holes. "You've
been bitten by a snake!"
The best they can figure, Mrs. Buck
may have been bitten by a baby cop-
Consumer Comment
Generic Groceries
By ROBERT F. STEPHENS
Kentucky Attorney General
Generic groceries are coming to
Kentucky! Stores in Kentucky will be
offering "generic" or "no-frills"
products. These products will be
competing with the national brands and
house brands. Generic brands are
products that are packaged in plain
paper, with no brand name printed on
the label. A federal law will still require
ingredient labeling, net weight, name
and addresn if the food packer.
There arc advantages and disad-
vantages tc buying no-frill products.
The most obvious advantage is the
anticipated lower price, and the
-"Iroducts are usually nutritionally
equivalent to brand name products.
Some savings may be as much as 30
The disadvantages' however are that
the products are lower grade items.
The paper products, for example, are
lighter in weight and are not per-
teemed Soaps and water softeners are
notas strong as the leading brands.
Vegetable pieces will be of different
colors and texture and also uneven in
their size and shape.
The main reason for the lower cost of
the generic products in not only the
plain wrapping but also the lower initial
cost of the product and practically non-
existent advertising costs.
The no-frill products were first in-
troduced in the United States about
eighteen months ago. Acceptance and
demand for the products have grown
rapidly according to the informatin
gathered by the Office of Consumer
Affairrs, Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
Consumers in Kentucky apparently
will soon have a choice between the
brand names products and the no-frW,
generic products. Whatever your
choice the Consumer Protection
pivisien of the Attorney Gimes.
°Met wants It. to be an informed
choice.
If you have a consumer problem,
please write to the Office of the
Attorney General, Division of Con-
sumer Protection, Frankfort, Ky., ()l-
ean us on the toll-free hotlhie number at
1400-372-2960
perhead, judging from the closeness
together of the punctures and the fact
that she suffered only mild discomfort
from the bite.
+++
But when son Buddy reported the
Incident to the city's sanitation people,
he 'learned that al least 10 snakes had
been found in garbage cans across the
city this, year.
No tract was ever found of the one
that bit Mrs. Buck, however, as it was
gone when Buddy came out the next
day and emptied the can, but only after
scolding his mother for not calling him
when she discovered the bite.
There was a hole in the bottom of the
can, and it is surmised that the snake
entered and left the can through it.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Maine Major John L. Hudson is
serving as a member of the First
Marine Aircraft Wing in Vietnam.
First Lt. Robert Lee, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Lee, has returned to the
United States after spending a 13
months tour of duty with the Marine Air
Support Squadron in Vietnam.
A ham showed by Darwin Lee of
Hardin won first place at the Kentucky
State Fair with 70 ham dealers par-
ticipating in the competition.
Births reported include a boy, Bobby
Rabon, Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Rabon Allen on Aug. 18.
Officers of Gamma Gamma chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi are Mrs. Wallace
Ford, Mrs. John Hine, Mrs. Kenneth
Thomas, Mrs. Fred Gardner, Mrs.
Robert Goodrich, and Mrs. Ray Sims.
20 Years Ago
W. G. Nash was elected chairman
and Buford Hurt as secretary-treasurer
of the Murray Municipal Housing
Commission. Other members are D. L.
Divelbiss and L. D. Miller with Mayor
Holmes Ellis as an ex-offico member.
Dr. Kathleen Jones, medical
missionary to Indonesia, will speak at
Salem Baptist Church on Aug. 24.
Officers of the Lynn Grove High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America include
Glenda Cooper, Diane Taylor, Sonya
Miller, Lila Cathey, Mdelanie Salmon,
Reda Brandon, Anita Kimbro, Judy
McNeely,erijck. Judy Pogue, and Sara
McAvoy. Chapter advisor is Mrs. Bess
K
Miss Elizabeth Frances Hendricks,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Martin
Hendricks of Raleigh, N. C., will be
married to William Nold McElrath, son
of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath,
Murray, on Aug. 28 at Raleigh.
Maxwell House coffee is advertised
at 75 cents per pound in the ad for
Parker Food Market this week.
30 Years Ago
W. B. Moser, principal of Murray
High School, has been named as vice-
president of the Board of Managers of
the Kentucky Congress of Parent- )
Teacher Association for the first
district.
Deaths reported include George C4 —
141114r.-aile 8.t.
Preston Ordway has been named a
member of the Murray Electric Board...
ttir-MarrAY-Mgitorfafaxii• Naga:- - -
Mr. and Mn. Garnet Loafinan and:: .
daughter, Patty, had as guests last
weekend, Mr. and Mrs. Herman t
Johnson and son of Detroit, Mich. '
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is f
"The Pirate" starring Judy Garland,
Gene it elly, Wafter %risk, Gladytij













































































































Passing Time At Murray
...sorarawaw
Carty Ruins Flanagan Hopes;
Mets' Weak Bats Doom Koosman
by The Assonfted Press
The tension built with
each inning Mike Flanagan
kept the Oakland A's hitless.
After completing two-thirds
of the job, the young
Baltimore left-hander
couldn't help being aware he
was flirting with a pitcher's
dream.
"I started thinking about-
the no-hitter after six in-
nings," said the 26-year-old
Flanagan. '"There are nine
outs to go,' I kept telling
myself, but the no-hitter iwas
secondary."
Not much later, it was
over. After Dell Alston
walked and stole second,
Flanagan got the first out in
the Oakland seventh, then
faced 13-year veteran Rico
catty.-- - --
"I didn't have the luxury
of a big lead, so I couldn't
pitch around any of their
hitters," said Flanagan.
So he battled Carty and
lost. The designated hitter,
acquired last Monday from
Toronto in the Willie Horton
deal, slapped a run-scoring
single and Baltimore's 3-0
lead was cut to 3-1.
Flanagan, 16-11, gave up
just two more hits — Bruce
Robinson's double and
Mitchell Page's FtBI single
in the ninth — while striking
out eight and walking three
to pace the Orioles' 3-2
vtdory liwitt the
their ninth loss in 10 games.
In the other American
League games, the Detroit
Tigers rocked the Minnesota
Twins 9-6 and the Toronto




to spend a few more years
pitching for the San Diego










E-T Radial Spoke Wheels
RV White Spoke Wheels
4f.$119 size 15s8
MODELS (7755-15,8-5x5 (7756-15,8-6•5 5'
Add this glistening touch to your. van or
FIV Eight gleaming white wagon spokes
In dished rim. Bolt patterns available
tor most popular light truck applications
Lug nuts and cap extra
$3688 each 135 5
(7808-14x8 7S- S47 881
MODELS '7807-13•5 5 13688) 17810-15x7 5-15288)
The Hottest new design in custom sport wheelS
to dress up your car, van, or pick-up. Hub cover
included Oni- Lug application to fit nearly alt,
popular vehicles. Chrome lugs extra
E-T IV Deep Dish Slotted
$3388
each 13s5
(7424-14x8 7S- S41 881
MoOels l7423-l35 5-133 88) (7425-15s7 5-548 88)
The number-one miler in custom wheels..
deep-dish stoned mops with high-gloss finish
and super styling Uni-Lug application to fit
nearly all popular vehicles Hub cover included
Chrome lugs extra
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hurling for the Houston
Astros in the future but
wishes he wasn't. And New
York's Jerry Koosman
irObabIy ----- Wishes -be—could—re
pitch for any team that can •
score some runs. '
All three pitchers worked
Monday night with mixed
results.
Perry, who'll be 40 years
old next month, stymied the
Philadelphia Phillies on six
hits through seven innings
for his 15th victory in 21
decisions this year, a 7-3
decision that was the
Padres' sixth road triumph
in a row.
Sambito, unhappy with the
treatment he has received
from Houston management,
nevertheless-signed a con-
tract with the Astros prior
to heir 8-3 victory over
Chicago. He then hurled.1 1-
3 innings of shutout relief to
preserve J.R. Richard's 13th
win.
Koosman again was vic-
timized by the Mets' of-
fensive and defensive
shorttomings, striking out 13
Giants and surrendering two
unearned runs in 10 innings
in a game the Mets finally
lost 4-2 in 11.
Elsewhere in the National
League, Montreal downed
Los Angeles 4-2 and St.
Louis pummeled Cincinnati
14-9.
Padres 7, Mlles 3
Perry, the wily veteran
who has recorded e1,-least 15
victoriei in each of the last
13 years, appears to be
making a run at the Cy
Young Award as the
league's best pitcher. He
was helped by Fernando
Gonzalez's four hits and a
two-run homer by Gene
Tenace.
Astros 8, Cubs 3
Jose Cruz had four hits
and drove in four runs as
Houston ran its home hot.
streak to 15 victories in the
last 17 games. However, the
triumph was the first for
Houston in seven games
ifter it dropped six in a row
at Pittsburgh. Sambito, 26,
has a record of 4-6 this
season and leads Houston
pitchers in appearances with
50.
Giants 4, Meta 2
Koosman pitched
magnificently but, as his 3-
13 record and 3.66 ERA
would indicate, got little
help from his teammates.
His 13 strikeouts tied the
high for the NL this season
The Giants got the right
hops and the timely hits in
the 11th. Rob Andrews' two-
run triple knocked in the
decisive runs.
Two Of 3 Former Quarterbacks
Walker, Pandolfi Add
Depth To Racer Staff
It's really not that rare
to have a former quar-
terback as a coach at a
university, nor even two
former signal callers. But
three?
Most, by now, probably
know that Head Coach Mike
Gottfried was a quarterback
at _Morehead during his
college days.
And, as was pointed out
by Sports Information
Director Doug Vance at
MSU's Press Day last
Saturday, Gottfried still
holds three Ohio Valley
Conference records — most
interceptions thrown in a
game (7), most in a season
(19) and most in a career
(45).
Now that that dubious
record is taken care of, who
are the other two? Tom
Pandolfi and Dan Walker,
that's who.
Any loyal Racer fan
remembers Pandolfi. He was
the quarterback for Murray
in 1874 when the Racers
went 9-2, their best season
record since 1948.
That season, Pandolfi
completed 81 of 169 passes
for 917 yards and nine
touchdowns, and was named
All-OVC and Little All-
America.
Despite the team's success
in '74, Pandolfi had his best
season in 1973. He completed
104 of 214 passes for 1621
and 10 touchdowns.
After his playing career,
he spent one as an a.ssistant
coach at Henderson City
h School, then two years
as Izad coach at Henderson
Count
His rimary duty at
Murray J State is coaching
receivers.
Louisville fans may
remember Dan Walker, but
Walker's career has been a






Outland, with only 10 days
mainuig until his jurilor
varsity squad's season
opener at Marshall County,
is warily optorni.stic of the
preseason progress.'
The Lakers have scrim-
maged twice already — with
McKenzie and Obion Cen-
tral, both schools from
Tennessee — in what
Outland termed competition
with varsity squads.
' 'I'm pleased with our
progress in the pads, but
we're still going through just
the fundementals," said the
second-year coach.
The squad, with a loss of
5even playei% since The —11
opening of practice, now
consists of 28. Outland feels
that two players will
probably miss the Marshall
County game.
Tim Holsapple, a
noseguard, will probably be
out for two weeks due to a
nagging back injury, while
Mark Herndon may miss the
first game due to an ankle
injury.
The frosh open their
season Aug. 31 at Crittenden




played as a passer and a
safety for Louisville.
But Walker, now in charge
of quarterbacks at Murray,
is the first to deny any
usually came back to work
with the quarterbacks."
Walker, before coming to
MSU, was head coach at,
North Hardin, Danville and
Casey County high schools.
He had a 15-4-2 record at
Danville in two seasons.
With all the quarterback
Tony Wilson, Sports Editor
comparison between he and
Unitas.
"To be truthful, I played a
lot more safety at Louisville
than quarterback," Walker
said. "But Unitas was
always there in the spring
while I was there. He
experience in Murray State's
coaching ranks, perhaps
fans will see a new play on
the turf this season.
I can see it now. An option
play. The quarterback rolls
out, then decides to either




. *Balance Beam 





Vida Blue, molting hi, 17thr4k
victory, went nine inningi
for the Giants, who moved
mufti firatiVe freiRAace
Los Angelefrin the NL West
• Expos 4, Dodgers 2
Solo homers by And
Warren CI-Marti.
and Gary Carter carriec
Ross Grimsley to his 150
victory.
NOTICE TO TELEPHONE CUSTOMERS
We are planning changes that will increase
one daytime rate (to the United Kingdom) and reduce rates
for most other overseas calls.
The American Telephone & Telegraph Company
(AT&T) has filed a new schedule of overseas rates
with the Federal Communications Commission
,(FCC) which decreases the charges for most over-
seas calls and increases the daytime dial rate to
the United Kingdom. Rates to Alaska. Hawaii, r
Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands will not be
affected
The Company has asked that the new rate
schedule become effective on November 15, 1978.
The new rates will be applicable only to overseas
calls billed within the United States Mainland.
The lower rates are based on reduced charges
for overseas satellite circuits which AT&T leases
from the Communications Satellite Coompration
(COMSAT). AT&T complying with an FCC request.
is reducing its rates to give telephone customers
the full benefit of the COMSAT reductions.
International dial rates to 47 countries
The proposed new International daytime
dial rate for callqitoetween the U S. and the U.K
that are billed in-l.dnited States will be 25%
higher
For example, a three-minute daytinia call
thatnow costs $3.60 would rise to $4.50, addi-
tional minutes going up from $1.20 to $1.50 each.
This new International Dial rate will be about
17% lower than the day Operator Station rate. The
existing $3.60 rate will still be retained, however,
for night and Sunday calling
Under the proposed changes. International Dial
rates would be introduced to 46 additional over-
seas countries, enabling customers to save from
11% to 2_410 compared with the cost of current day
Operatoi'Station rates.
It is important to note that customefe calling
from areas not presently equipped for International
Dial would still benefit from the lower dial-direct
rates even though the call would have to be com-
pleted by the operator. However, if the customer
requests special operator assistance or special bill-
ing, the Operator Station rate will be applied.
Dial rates for 17 additional Caribbean locations
The proposed changes would extend the appli-
cation of dial rates, now limited to the Bahamas and
• Bermuda, to 17 additional locations in the Carib-
bean (Area Code 809). Customers would enjoy a
reduction of 9% to 16% for all calls dialed and
completed without the assistance of a telephone
company operator
Additional-minute rates reduced for most over-
seas calls
The additional-minute rates are being reduced
from about 6% to 20% for calls to most overseas
countries and areas.
Exceptions to proposed rate reduction
All of the above rate changes are applicable
to all overseas countries and areas except the
Bahamas, Bermuda, Cuba. St Pierre and
Miquelon. „
All overseas calls to be discounted 1.57.. ring
next 12 months
In addition to the rate reductions mentioned
above, a temporary 15% discount will apply to all
overseas calls. The purpose of the discount is to
pass along to telephone customers the refund
AT&T has received for satellite rentals from
COMSAT The 15% discount will become effectivf .
on November 15. 1978. and will expire on Novem-
ber 14, 1979. unless sooner cancelled, changed
or extended
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Monday was, according to
..Murray State Coach Mike
Gottfried, one of the most
spirited scrinunages since
practice began for the
Racers.
,With 11 days remaining
until the Saturday home and
season opener with Southest
Missouri, Gottfried is
hopeful that the Racers will
maintain their intensity that





Wednesday will be the last
day of two-a-day drills, and
hitting in pads will taper off
sharply after that date.
With the opening of school,
Gottfried says, the players
will have a harder time
keeping their minds on
fr%etbalL
Saturday's scrimmage was-
a typical first-time-out af-
fair, said Gottfried, but an
injury did sideline a player
for the first game.
Randy Jones, a 541 senior
fullback from Mayfield,
suffered a sprained knee in
the scrimmage and will
most likely miss the Semo
battle.
Mike Basiak, a senior
linebacker whose jaw ...vas
broken last week, will also
miss the contest, while Glen
Jones, a freshman
linebacker, will be available
for spot duty despite en-
during a broken nose last
week.
Somerset Heads AA
Trinity On Top; Mayfield Falls
by The Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. -
Although just three ranked
teams saw action last'
weekend, only Louisville
Trinity in Jefferson County
Class AAAA maintained as
No. 1 ranking a second week
in The Associated Press high
school football poll released
today.
Trinity received three
first-place votes to Bishop
David's two, and edged its
intracity rival 46-38 in
points.
St. Xavier dropped from
second to third, followed by
Jesse Stuart, unranked last
week, and Doss, which
remained at No. 5.
Bowling Green, No. 2 last
week, grabbed the lop spot
from Henderson County,
which tied Greenup County,
1-0, for second place in state
AAAA.
Greenup County overcame
Class • AAA power Mon-




Both Bowling Green and
Henderson County were
Iowa State Should Be Strong, But
Oklahoma Is Overwhelming Pick
by The Associated Press
KANSAS CITY, Mo. -
Earle Bruce would hate to
see anyone but Oklahoma
favored this year in the Big
Eight Conference.
-If you didn't make
Oklahoma the favorite,
everybody would collapse,"
says the Iowa State head
coach.
But Bruce also says there
are more good football
players at Iowa State this
year than ever. And nobody
in the Big Eight, after
watching the Cyclones go 8-3
each of the past two reguiar
seasons, is arguing.
The 17 starters who are
back after leading Oklahoma
to last year's Big Eight title
are logically expected to do
it again.
Four of the eight schoils
have new athletic directRs
and two have new head
coaches. Regardless of who
winds up in the Orange Bowl
- and most observers figure
Oklahoma, Nebraska, Iowa
State and Colorado have the
best shots - the champion
seems unlikely to be as
ul as the Nebraska-
titans who ruled
her in this decade.
Not surprisingly, the top
kerns in the league,
Oklahoma, Nebraska, Iowa
State and Colorado, are the
me ones who have their
athletic directors coming
4ack.
• Good athletes always
abound at Nebraska, and the
Huskers, say Osborne, never perplay that is tops among
have had two running backs college players.
at the same time the caliber Wichita State was a close
of Rick Berns and I.M. second in a pre-season poll
Hipp. As a consequence, of coaches and writers,
Osborne' is designinga Veer_- _mostly ,
type offense to supplant the terback Jim Andrus. Andrus
I-formation so both can be passed for more than 150
on the field at the same
time.
Colorado returns 13 let-
termen, including All-
Conference running back
James Mayberry. Of greater
significance is the schedule,
which includes eight home
games and trips only to
Oklahoma State, Missouri
and Kansas State.
Kansas State, under new
head Coach Jim Dickey, will
be trying to win its first Big
Eight game in three years.
Missouri. under new. head
Coach Warren Powers, will
be trying to awaken the
slumbering giant people
alwyas have referred to
when speaking of the Tigers.
Kansas Coach Bud Moore,
for the first time since he
came to the Jayhawks in
1975, will not be using the
Wishbone offense, deeming it
wise to fit the plan to the
personnel rather than the
other way around.
West Texas State has
about as many returning
starters as Oklahoma and is
regarded the favorite to
retain the Missouri Valley
Conference title. Running
back Bo Robertson, who ran
for 1,399 yards last year, has
a seven-yard average-
yards per game last year
and led the Valley in total
yards with an average of
170.




Evelyn Jones has advanced
to the semi-finals of the ladies'
match play tournament at the
Murray Country Club by
defeating this year's medalist
champion, Frances Hulse, in a
second round match in the
championship flight.
Mrs. Jones now faces Carol
Hibbard in her bid for a finals
berth. Mrs. Hibbard had
defeated Betty Jo Purdom.
In the lower brackets,
Veneta Sexton has advanced
to the semi-finals with a win
over Jerlene Sullivan in the
second round. She now faces
Phyllis Kain, who edged Betty
Lowry 2 and I.
In the first flight, Inus Orr
has reached the finals with a 4
and 2 win over Euva Nell
Mitchell. She now awaits the
winner of the Euldene
Robinson-Diane Villanova
semi-finals match.
Mrs. Orr has reached the
finals with a win over Faira
Alexander in the first round, a
forfeit from vacationing Sue
Costello in the second and her
win over Mrs. Mitchell.
In the second flight, Beverly




TRY OUR DeVANTI'S SPECIAL






12 In. I 16 In.
$465 I 
$575
WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE COME TO EAT
1201 Chestnut 753-1314
awaiting the winner of the
Judy Muehleman-Nancy
Fandrich match in the lower
semi-finals bracket. To reach
the finals, Beverly drew a bye
in the first round, defeated
Lashlee Foster in the second
and Rowena Cullom in the
semi-finals.
Mickey Phillips has become
the first of the lady golfers to
win her flight, winning on a
final bracket rfeit from
Mary geth OverWey. She had
defeated Lorraine Maggard in
the first round and Vickie




by The Associated Press
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. -
Eight teams of young
baseball players from
around the world are en-
tered in the 32nd annual
Little League World Series,
with four teams scheduled to
begin the quarter-final round
today.
The U.S. Eastern cham-
pions from Rockville Centre,
N.Y., faced the Western
team, San Ramon Valley,
from Danville, Calif., and
the European champions
from the U.S. Air Force
Torrejon Air Base in Madrid




games will pit the Canadian
champions from Surrey,
British Columbia, against
the perennially strong Far
East representatives from
Pin-Tung, Taiwan. Also, the
U.S. Southern team from




American teams will play
each other and the two
winning foreign teams will
be matched in Thursday's
semifinal to assure an





the series to American
teams in 1975, after teams
from Taiwan won the series
four consecutive years.
The ban on foreign teams
lasted only one year,
however, and a tea& from
Tokyo, Japan, took TrelitAr
In 1976 and Taiwan won
again last year.
Although Little League has
permitted girls to play for
several years, all the 11 and
12-year-old players in this
year's World Series are
boys.
named on eight first-place
ballots, but Bowling Green
out-pointed Henderson
County and Greenup County,
140-112.
Lexington Tates Creek,
with four first-place votes,
and Boone County rounded
out the top live.
Russell trampled Woodford
County, 28-7, in the other
Recreation Bowl game and
grabbed first place in AAA
from Fort Thomas
Highlands, although each
team received nine first-
place votes.
Despite its loss, Mori-
igomery County fell just one
spot to third and received
one No. 1 vote.
Franklin-Simpson, which
was tied for fourth last week
with Danville, was alone in
that spot this week and
previously unranked
Newport Catholic was fifth.
Somerset jumped from
fourth last week to the top
spot in AA, capturing 12
first-place votes. Defending
champion Mayfield received
six first-place ballots, but
fell into a second-place tie
this week with Corbin, which
was alone at No. 2 last
week.
Previously unranked
Middlesboro claimed the No.
4 spot and Heath remained
at No. 5. __-
Paintsville received eight
No. 1 ballots and jumped
from third place to the top
of the Class A standings,
outpointing Harrodsburg,
which received two fir-
stplace votes and held onto
the No. 2 position.
Bellevue, top-ranked a
week ago, fell to third,
despite receiving six No. 1
votes. Fort Campbell, tied
for fifth last week with
Nicholas County, moved up
to fourth, while Frankfort
fell one notch to fifth.
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Here
are the top five ranked teams
in each class of Kentucky high
school football with records,
first place votes in paren-
theses and total points.
Jeff. Co. AAAA: I. Trinity
(00)13)46 2. Bishop David (0,
0)(2)38 3. St, Xavier (0-0)36
4. Stuart (0-0)12 5. Doss (0-0)6
State AAAA: 1. Bowling
Green (0-0)181140 2. Hen-
derson Co. ttia) (0-0)(8)112
Greenup Co. (1-0)112 4. Tate
Creek (0-0)(4)80 5. Boone Co.
(0-0)40
Class AAA: 1. Russell (1-
0)(9)170 2. Highlands (0-
0)(9)134 3. Montoomery• Co.
(0 1)11)104 4. F ranklin
Simpson (0-0)84 5. Newport
Catholic (0-0)(1)68
.Class AA: 1. Somerset (0
0)(12)160 2. Mayfield (tie) (0-
0)(6)112 Corbin (0-0)112 A
Middlesboro (0-0)100 5. Heath
(0-0)(2)64
Class A: 1. Paintsville (0-
(4(8)148 2. Harrodsburg (0-
0)(2)120 3. Bellevue (0.
0)16)108 4. Ft. Campbell (0-
0)80 5 Frankfort (0-0)(2)68
Umpires Threaten
To Go On Strike
by The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA - The
52 major league umpires,
claiming baseball officials
have balked at discussing
their demands for improved
benefits and working con-
ditions, have threatened to
strike by the end of the
week.
27 Years Ago This Week: A 3-Foot
7-Incher Came To Bat For Browns
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Eddie Gaedel came to bat only once,
and then, not even officially- But,
because he was a part of a major league
baseball game, his name dutifully is
listed in the game's record books. The
only tipoff to his unique slice of the
game's history is the entry recording
his vital statistics.
Next to his height, it says: 3 feet, 7
inches.
It was 27 years ago this week, in
August 1951, when owner Bill Veeck
Interrupted the dog days of summer to
send baseball's first - and so far only
midget-np-ta-bat for-the-late-and'
rarely lamented St. Louis Browns.
You have to 'understand that the
Browns didn't have to wait for August
for the dog days. The Browns had dog
days in May. This was a bad baseball
team. Worse than that, the Browns
were boring. Veeck could endure bad.
Boring, however, was "unacceptable to
the flamboyant showman who now
owns the Chicago White Sox.
So Veeck decided to inject some
pizzazz into the bleak Browns' show.
The answer would be Gaedel, a willing
little fellow, who signed a standard
American League contract on a Friday
and showed up as a pinch hitter two
days later.
The Browns, playing at home against
the Detroit Tigers in the second game of
a Sunday doubleheader, listed Frank
Saucier as the center fielder and had
him leading off. He played the field in
the top of the first, but when the Browns
came to hat in the bottom half of the
inning, he was not the first batter.
Instead of Saucier, a large-sized bir-
thday cake appeared at home plate
where Detroit catcher Bob Swift and
umpire Ed Hurley eyed it warily. Do
the mound, pitcher Bob Cain was
properly curious.
"We thought it was just another one
of Veeck's jokes," Cain said of the cake.
At the proper moment, the layers
popped open and there was Gaedel,
dressed up in his miniature Browns
uniform. Cain, Swift and Hurley could
hardly btlieye their eyes_
'I remember, the umpire went over
the the Browns' dugout and asked to see
a contract," said Cain. "Zack Taylor
was the manager and he was ready. He
had the contract in his back pocket.
Then Hurley came out to the mound. He
said, 'Bob, it's legitimate. You'll have
to pitch to him. He has a contract."
Now came the strategy conference
between pitcher and catcher. How do
you pitch to a midget? "Swift started
laughing," said Cain. "He said, 'Try to
get a strike."
Against a 3-foot-7 midget? That's like
the age-old advice that managers often
give pitchers. "Don't walk this guy,"
they like to say, "but don't give him
anything to hit."
Cain considered his task. do the
best I can," he told Swift, sounding
sincere.
Swift certainly tried to help his pit-
Orontes Ekes Out Win
by The Associated Press
BROOKLINE, Mass. -
Defending champion Manuel
Orantes registered a 6-2, 5-7,
6-4 victory over unseeded
Bettis Prajoux of Chile in
the opening round of the 51st
U.S. Pro Tennis Cham-
pionships at Longwood.
Fifth-seeded Harold
Solomon led the advance of
seeded players along with
Orantes as he made quick
work of unseeded Geoff




Ashe, John McEnroe, Buster
Mottram and Jaime Fillol.
MAHWAH, N.J. - Yvonne
Vermaak of South Afcica
upset seventh-seeded Kathy
May 6-1, 7-5 and Laura
DuPont rallied to defeat
Michelle Taylor of England
1-6, 6-2, 6-3 in the opening
round of the $75,000 Bergen
Women's Tennis Classic.
In other first round
matches, Sharon Walsh




"Bob lay down on his side, resting his
head on his hands, trying to give me a
low target," said Cain. Then Gaedel
took his batting stance, ending any
chance the pitcher had. "He spread his
legs and crouched over."
Pitching to the bent-over midget, Cain
threw four straight balls and Gaedel
trotted down to first base.
"Those four balls were ordinary
strikes to anybody else, but they were
just too high for him," said Cain.
- Jim Delsing pinch ran for Gaedel
and, just that quickly, the midget's
major league career was over. "I think
Viea Said he was on the root and he
swore if Gaedel had swung at a pitch,
he would have shot him on the spot,"
said Cain.
Cain, the innocent victim of the
practical joke, wasn't angry over the
incident until a few moments later. -I
walked the next guy and then gave up a
single," he said. "I almost got taken out
of the game in the first inning. But I got
out of it and pitched a complete game.
We won 5-2."
Two days later, American League
owners, harrumphing over Veeck's bit
of merry-making, voted to bar midgets
from their games.
Now,,_tlmost three decades after the
incident, basebs&I's rules require clubs
to agree not to make a farce out of the
game. Chickens and Indian chiefs and
donkeys are all right. But stay away
from midgets.
Special
Tues. & Wed., Aug. 22 & 23
Broasted Chicken Dinner
Special $219Reg. $2.75
Includes Chicken, Broasted Potatoes,
Cole Slaw, Rolls, Butter & Honey
CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESTAURANT















These men have many years of combined
experience in automotive repair. All to
prove that only the best will do for our
customers.•
Parker Ford, Inc.
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New ceiling search begins
with an installation plan
You have a ceiling that's
growing old ungracefully.
Maybe its the plaster in the
living room (cracking), the
'paint in the kitt.hen (peeling),
or the planks in the basement
den (warping).
You've decided to buy a
new ceiling. You want to put
it up yourself to save money,
and you want something that
goes .up dry—no dripping
plaster or splashing paint.
So you have in mind a
manufactured ceiling: the
kind that usually comes in
foot-square tiles or 2' x 4'
panels embossed with de-
signs and pre- engineered for
easy installing.
Question: What should be
your first consideration when
you begin shopping? Pat-
tern? Price? Material (min-
eral or wood fiber)? Options
(acoustical, scrubbable, fire
resistant)?
Answer: none of the
above.
According to the ceiling
experts at Armstrong, the
first thing to determine is the
best method of installation.
Which depends on-the condi-
tion of your old ceiling and
what you want the new one to
do. .
There are three basic
methods of installing a man-
ufactured ceiling: 11 cement-
ing or stapling it right to‘the
old ceiling, 2) suspending it
on a conventional exposed
grid, and 3) attaching it di-
rectly, or to any level, using a
hidden grid.
Let's take a brief look at
the hows and whys of each
method.
11 Cemented or Stapled
If you want to cover plas-
ter that has hairline cracks
but is structurally sound, all
you have to do is clean it and .
cement thenew tiles right to -
it.
• A surface with loose
UI flaking 'faint
'must be -scraped first before.
-applying new tiles. -
It's best not to cement new
tiles directly to old ones.
Some of the old tiles may
have become loose or un-
even. and may not provide an
adequate hold.
If the existing ceiling is un-
sound, unlevel or has
unfinished exposed joists,
your best bet is to nail wood
furring strips to it and then
staple the new tiles to the
strips.
2) Exposed Grid
This is how conventional
suspended ceilings are in-
stalled. Intersecting metal-
supports are hung by wires
DAYTOIWS
PLAYGROUAD
Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida . .
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
the state's most complete play-
ground for singles and families
alike. Check these features . .
• 650 It on Beach & Ocean
o 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
.
Suites & Apartments
O Restaurant & Lounge
• .Night Club. Dancing &
Entertainment
• 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
Playground
ED Volleyball & Shuffleboard
D Basketball, Game Room
D Sauna. Exercise Rooms
D Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
o Co/or TV & RetrIgerator
13 Tennis & Golf Privileges
o 85 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
D Free chaise lounges
D Ampte self parking
Corne play in our 'playground.
It's Daytona's f11031 complete
year 'round fun resort!
Daytona's
T
THREE BASIC METHODS of installing a manufac-
tured ceiling are (clockwise from bottom): suspended
in an exposed grid, attached with a hidden grid, and
stapled to furring strips. Determining the proper in-
stallation method should be the first step in choosing a
new ceiling, according to the experts at Armstrong.
from the oia ceiling, and the
new panels are laid in the
grids.
It's just the ticket if you
want to hide overhead pipes,
ducts or wires yet still beable
to get to them. Since the
panels rest freely, they can
-beiifted- right out. - --
A ceiling that's too high for
your liking can be lowered
-three-inches -or: more this
way.
It's a do-it-yourselfer's
dream: economical, a cinch
to install, and able to ac-
commodate fluorescent light
fixtures.
Though the grid is ex-
posed, it doesn't have to be
detectable. A new type of
suspended ceiling
camouflages the grid in the
ceiling pattern.
3) Hidden Grid
This system, called lnteg-
rid, is unique in that the sup-
porting grid-work is actually
inserted in the ceiling tiles, so
it's completely out of view.
Tiles specially designed to
he used with this system have
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squared edges that butt to-
gether snugly for a seamless
appearance.
Using this method, you
can attach a new ceiling di-
rectly to drywall, plaster or
open joists, losing only about
an inch of headroom. Light-
weight 'metal furring chan-
nels eliminate the drawbacks
of wood furring strips, such
as warping, and rechite nail- 
$ing.
Or you can drop your new
ceiling to any level. Problem
areas like high windows,
open staircases and exposed
fuse boxes are circumvented:
you simply go around, or
below them.
Each of these three instal-
lation methods is compatible
with a wide range of ceilings
encompassing many price
points, decorating motifs and
added features.
So once you've selected
the right installation method.
you should have no trouble'
finding exactly the ceiling
you want—from an inexpen-
sive cover-up to an elegant
decorator rendition
WITH GLORIOUS WINDOWS like these, why live be-
hind closed curtains in order to conserve fuel? A do-
it-yourself window film. Reflecto-Shicld, reflects up to
79e7r of the sun's rays in summer without reducing
indoor visibility. In winter it cuts down heat loss.
John Smith Cynthia C.amble
From Gallery of Homes Agent, Cynthia Gamble
FUTURE SHOCK!!!
Who would have thought that we'd ever look for-
ward to an annual inflation rate of 6% with an emotion
close to ecstacyf Yet, today that's what we're doing.
The reason, of course, is that after three successive
yearly hikes averaging better than 9%, last year's 6% in-
crease looks pretty good. Don't be fooled - 6% in-
flation is high. At that rate prices double in 12 years.
What would happen to housing prices with a 6%
yearly cost-of-living increase? A home that cost
$60,000 now would increase to $120,732 in 12 years. In
20 years it would cost $192,428. In 30 years it would
sell for $344,609.
What does all this mean? Whatever your age, you
must find a way to create an income in addition to
your pay check Although there is no such thing as the
perfect investment, real estate may be the nearest
thing to it. It can be an income producer, a shelter
from high taxes, and an ideal protection from the
ravages of inflation. Real estate values histo(ically in-
rease faster than general inflation prices andkdaintain




Village Center, US 641 N.
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Improve • • • and sure energy
IMPROVING THE HOME has taken on greater sig-
nificance this year. As always, modernization or im-
prow ement means increased home yalue and "creature
comforts"—new conveniences, more space or more at-
tractive surroundings. Now there's another
incentive—energy-use guidelines for cutting con-
sumption and costs. It's time to thinkAnine efficiency,
- hand-in-hand with comfort and appearance. Tool up
for self-installed value adders and fuel cutters like attic
insulation and vents, fluorescent light fixtures or
dimmer switches, and automatic thermostats.
Your hardware dealer can guide you to selection of
quality tools for installation, preventive maintenance
and repair. Based on his personal knowledge and ex-
perience, he'll likely recommend Crescent wrenches,
pliers and screwdrivers, Lufkin measuring tapes,
Nicholson files and saws, Weller soldering equipment,
and Wiss metal snips. With these basics, you can create
and maintain an energy-efficient home and help elimi-
nate America's estimated controllable energy waste
last year of 12 million barrels of oil equivalent every
day.
Slash fuel bills with
new insulated siding
Homeowners in old, unin-
sulated homes can cut their
heating fuel use by as much
as 20 per cent through proper
installation of insulated
aluminum siding, according
to a study by the Aluminum
Association.
The- study, according-10
Paul Mara. technical director
of the Association, is based
on standard engineering tali--
culations for an average-size
-uninsulated home of 1700
square feet of exterior wall
area (excluding windows and
doors).
Typical estimated dollar
savings per year for this av-
erage home heated with fuel








San FYancisco, Ca.—$70, At-
lanta, Ga.—$70.
Savings in a home heated
with electricity will be
greatest, and a home heated
with gas the lowest, Mara
says.
Over the past 30 years,
aluminum siding has been
purchased chiefly to improve
the appearance of a home and
eliminate periodic repainting
costs.
Now, with fuel costs more
than doubled in recent years,
reduced heating bills can
save the homeowner almost
as much as reduced home
maintenance.
Mara cautions that all sid-
ing materials, including stone
and brick, have minimal in-
sulating value. Aluminum
siding has increased insulat-
ing value when installed with
special backing materials




foil, and polystyrene backer
has an insulating value of
W2.5, equivalent to 12 inches
of brick or concrete.
Installers can eliminate
' additional air leaks by caulk-
ing around window and door
openings before installing the
- window and door trim and
the siding.
•'lf you're re-siding your
home, and it's uninsulated,"
advises Mara, "the addi-
tional cost that polystyrene
backerboard and aluminum
. foil would add to a typical
aluminum siding application
can pay for itself in reduced
energy costs jusCabout any-
where in the United States.
"Since most homes are un-
insulated, you could almost
say insulated aluminum sid-
ing should be used whenever
a home is being re-sided.-
Prohable fuel cost savings
resulting from the installation
of siding can be estimated
reasonably. accurately.
However. actual dollar sav-
ings will vary with heating
system efficiency, type of
construction. local climatic
conditions, solar exposure,
and other factors, so it is im-
possible for a contractor or
manufacturer to actually
guarantee specific savings.
If you would like to know
how much you may save on
re-siding your home with in-
sulated aluminum siding.
write for the "Energy Sav-
ings Worksheet," available
free from the Siding Informa-
tion Bureau, 250W. 57th St..
Dept. P. New York, New
York 10019.
ALUMINUM SIDING, long popular for its good looks
and as a maintenance-saver, ran he an energy-saver,
too. Installed with an insulation hacker over aluminum
foil, siding can cut fuel use in an old, uninsulated home
by as much as 20 per cent. For more information on
how much fuel you may save in your own home, write
for the free "Energy asings Worksheet," available
from the Siding Information Bureau. 250 W. 57th
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Finn Features Fast Bed Change
By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newsfeatures
Innovative systems for ex-
pediting household chores are
usually attributed to American
know-how. A Finnish designer,
however, has come up with a
way to make a bed in 10 sec-
onds.
In addition, it's a method that
works well for hard-to-make
beds such as those placed
against a wall, bunk beds, loft
beds and even those on boats.
It sounds simple the way Ris-
tomatti Ratia describes it:
Fold back the continental
comforter to air the bed.Pull
the fitted (or flat) bottom sheet
tight. Toss the comforter into
the air and let it settle. Throw
on the pillows, and that's it.
The Ratia version of a conti-
nental comforter is polyester-
filled and washable. Openings
on one end let your hands pull
the comforter in. A flap at the
other end is tucked back once
the comforter is settled.
Raba says the 10-second bed
was designed with today's ac-
tive family in mind.
-In today's world," he says,
"people don't have the time to
spend making beds with mili-
tary precision. So we've done
away with the traditional blan-
ket and spread and designed a
comforter with its own soft bag
covering."
The idea of a large, soft bag
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteatures
What's new on the market'
THE PRODUCT - A new
type of loose-fill attic_ in-
sulation.
Manufacturer's claim - That
this is a pre-cured, dried and
shredded urea formaldehyde
foam ... that it has high ther-
mal efficiency and so less of
the material is required to
meet the "R" standards recom-
mended by government
agencies ... that it is highly
fire-resistant and that it
must be installed only by certi-
fied dealers and distributors
who use a special "shredder-
blower" machine.
THE PRODUCT -Self-adhe-
sive sandpaper for -Esc and
vibrator sanders and sanding
blocks.
Manufacturer's claim - That
the sticky-back sheets of sand-
paper can be attached without
clamps or pressure rollers, usu-
PERUVIAN TEXTILES
ON DISPLAY
BOSTON (API - Fifty Peru-
vian textiles ranging from a
complex triple cloth woven
around 800 to 600 B.C. to fine
tapestry weavings created after
the 16th-century Spanish con-
quest will be on exhibit at the
Museum of Fine Arts here
through June 11.
The intricately woven tex-
tiles, striking for their color
and patterps, include non=
chos, mantles, skirts, shirts and
bags as well as larger ceremo-
nial fabrics used to decorate
temples and wrap mummies.
Catherine Kvaraceus, curato-
rial assistant for the museum's
department of textiles, organ-
ized the exhibit.
covering the surface of a bed
was adopted in Europe a long
time ago. In Scandinavia, it is
called "dyne," and in France,
"duvet."
Aside front its practical ap-
plication, the 10-second bed was
used as a publicity gimmick to
draw attention to Ftatia's
changing his home base to New
York City and to his entry into
the fields of designing furni-
ture, wall coverings, table set-
tings, and decorative acces-
sories.
Raba is vice president of
Marimekko oy, the Finnish
dress, accessory and fabric
firm founded by his mother,
Armi Ratia.
He himself has gained a rep-
utation as a product-store-inte-
rior designer. His first chal-
lenge, he says, was designing
his own room at the age of 12.
After studying in London he be-




firm's designs as emphasizing
function and simplicity,
straight-forward elegance and
bold and vibrant colors.
Discussing the line of sheets,
pillows and comforters, Ratia
said, "I'm looking for color and
expression in a bedroom. I
want to wake up a room and
make it happy."
To achieve this, his designers
any used to hold the papers to
finishing sanders . that self-
adhesive discs and pads do
away with holding devices on
disc sanders ... that the spe-
cial sandpaper is excellent with
- --
a plastic hand-sanding block
. . thal the paper may be
wrapped around dowels, curved
pieces or even your hand to
sand hard-to-reach places ...
and that the paper stays flat
with less chance of shredding
and tearing.
THE PRODUCT - A paint
stripper in an aerosol contain-
er.
Manufacturer's claim - That
this stripper removes virtually
any paint from almost any sur-
face without brush, fuss or
muss . . that it also removes
such things as tar, carbon, ink,
epoxy, graffiti, labels and dec-
Ms ... that It is- non-flam-
mable, non-corrosive and non-
caustic ... and that the surface
is quickly and easily cleaned
later with warm or cold water,
air pressure or a scraping in-
strument.
THE PRODUCT - A new
light bulb designed especially
to make plants grow better in-
doors,
have used bursts of color --
poppy, sky blue, sun yellow and
tundra green.
"We give our designers com-
plete artistic freedom," he
says.
New to the collection this
year is a tiny check which
Raba says is ideal for both; a
traditional and a modern roefp.
"The pattern is timeless," Jr
says.
In what might be called, a
seizure of cuteness, Bo-Boo !is
the tag for a design for sheiks
and pillowcases for childreki.
No matter. It has bright; bald
and eye-catching colors.
"Children should be exposed
to good colors," says Retie. "I
believe that simple, straight-
forward motifs are best, and,
for my children's collection, I
emphasize the quality of color
and simplicity of line.
"The child whose room is
fresh and warm, and easy to
keep that way, will learn to
have a discerning eye."
For children also is a Slum-
besbag. Unzipped, it's a com-
forter; zipped, it's a sleeping
bag. It comes with its own
matching carrier.
Since children, even more
than adults, couldn't care less
about making beds, the 10-sec-
ond bed is available for them,
too.
( Marimekko designs are
manufactured and marketed in
the U.S. by Dan River, Inc.)
Manufacturer's claim - That
this bulb screws into an ordina-
ry incandescent socket yet uses
20 percent less electrical ener-
gy than an incandescent light
. . that it actually is a com-
bination of incandescent, fluor-
escent and high intensity dis-
charge lights .. that if the
outer glass bulb is broken, the
incandescent filament ex-
tinguishes the mercury arc,
thus preventing any possible in-
juries from ultra-violet energy
. and that the bulb has the
color and long life of fluor-
escent lights and has a two-
year replacement warranty.
Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Prac-
tical Home Repairs," available
by sending 81.50 to this news-
paper at Box 5, Teaneck NJ.
07046.)
( The insulation is manufac-
tured by Aerolite SPE Corp.,
8025 Dixie Highway, Florence,
Ky. 41042; the sandpaper by the
3M Co., St. feu', Minn. 55101;
the paint stripper by J.C. Sales,
P.O. Box 623, Doylestown, Pa.
18901; and the light bulb by
Duro-Lite Lamps, 17-10 Willow
St., Fair Lawn, N.J. 07047.)
Custom It. • w ,tchen Cobmett
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GiveYour Old Cabinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out











When you see a computer
spewing out figures and words,
think of the benefits it has for
farmers and gardeners as well
as for bookeepers, vote tabula-
tors and sdch
, The folk who raise fruit and
!hther foods are finding comput-
dors of increasing help. In fact,
there was a computer game for
.Aasitors to the recent New York
'state Horticultural Society Ag-
ricultural Experiment Statior.
-booth -
In a few minutes, for in-
stance. apple growers could re-
hve the dangers of growing
crop The game, developed as a
teaching aid by students and
scientists at Cornell and Mich-
igan State uruverisites, was
named Applescab. It was dt
signed to simulate real pro,
lems encountered by apple
-growers as they try to control
this troublesome disease
:The game begins at the start
tit a growing season and devel-
ops day by day The player
must decide when to spray pea-
brides for disease control, us-
ing data about new tree
growth, disease prevalence.
present and future weather
The computer records spray
casts and the extent of disease
si that at the end of the season
tlfie grower knows whether he
has made or lost money The
object of the game is to use as
few sprays as possible to con-
trol disease, but still make a
reasonable profit.
Also on display was a micro-
processor that is being used in
orchards and potato fields to
-p redict disease-producing
weather conditions These are
battery-powered, tiny comput-
ers
When conditions are right for
disease development, the corn-
puler will tell the grower when. _
slid how often to spray. In this
way, he uses pesticides only
when absolutely necessary.
A.new computer is being in-
stalled on the New York State
Agricultural Station campus at
Geneva The hope is that even-
tually a ternunal in each coun-
ty t 62) will be connected not
only to the Geneva computer
but to another on the Ithaca
campus of Cornell University.
This wll1 permit specialists to
provide information speedily
and accurately to cooperative
extension agents so needs of
the individual growers can be
met promptly
Attract Hummuigbirds
If you'd like to attract hum-
mingbirds to your yard you'll
have to offer them some spe-
cial plant attractions. They'll
only go to flowers that provide
nectar Of course, they'll be
helping you, too, because while
visiting they carry pollen from
one flower to another, encour-
aging pollination. The pollen is
carried on the hummingbird's
head and bill.
The hummingbirds seem to
like red or orange flowers, in-
-eluding cardinal flower t Lo-
belia cardinalis -
Other hummingbird attract-
ions are honeysuckle or Loni-
cera, which blooms only in ear-
ly spring in our Midwest, and
Lonicera sempervirens, which
blooms for a longer time. Oth-
ers are Aquilegia canadensis,
American columbine, which has
red-orange flowers in May or
June; Salvia proterits or blue
sage, a perennial for sunny or
semi-shady places, with May or
June bloom; Penstemon hy-
brids ibeard tongue), which
blooms from June to August.
Others are Delphinium forrno-
sum or hardy larkspur. and Si-
lene. or catchfly.
There aren't many hum-
mingbirds in the eastern United
States But there are reported
to be more than 300 species in
the western United States and
Soot)) America
For Earl Am-orison's "Associ-
ated Press Guide to House
Plants send 41 to House
Plants. AP Newsfeatures, 50
Rockefeller Plaza. New York,
N.Y. 10020.
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A GREAT VIEW is offered by the two stories of glass on
either side of a brick chimney in this four-bedroom country
home, which also has a master suite with balcony studio.
There are 1.253 square feet on the first floor and 561 square
feet on the second. For more information about Plan
HA1052M. write-enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope-to Lester Cohen. Room 505, 48 West 48th St.,
New York, N.Y., 10036
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - I would like to avoid a
problem that *peel us last
winter. One of the walls in our
house gets cold when the tern-
perature outside falls below 40
degrees or so. This wall then
starts to sweat and the water
drips down the wall to the
floor. Is there any way of pre-
venting this, so that we won't
hav'e the same trouble all over
again next winter?
A. - Presumably this is an
outside wall. It gets cold be-
cause it does not have suf-
ficient insulation t perhaps
none) to prevent the passage of
the cold air. Have a proles-
sional. check it for you. If you
need insulation, you can have it
blown into the walls, as with
cellulose, mineral wool and oth-
er loose fills, or pumped in, as
with one of the foam products
Why does a cold wall sweat'
Because the heated, moist air
in the house settles on it and
condenses If both the air and
the wall were cold, there would
be no condensation.- Ditto if
both the air and the wall were
warm. There might not be, any
problem, either, if the warm,
moist air were permitted to es-
cape quickly, via an exhaust
fan or vents in the exterior
_ wall, or if it were trapped, via
a dehumidifier. But your best
solution is insulation, since this
will also help to save fuel costs.
Q. - Because steel-wool pads
were used on our laminated
plastic countertop next to the
sink, much of the red color has
come out Can this type of ma-
terial be painted'
A. - Yes, but if there are
any glossy spots, sand them
down, otherwise the paint will
not grip properly. Painting a
laminated plastic top doesn't
always produce the anticipated
excellent results, but you may
be satisfied with it if you use
an enamel and work carefully
'Q. - *The poured concrete
foundation that shows above
ground for a foot or two on the
outside of our new house has a
few small cracks in it. The
builder says these can't Ile
fixed now because the houseis
still settling. Is he right'
- Probably. Wherever
there is a crack, mark each
end of the crack with a pen or
something that the rain won't
wash out. Examine the marks
every week or two to determine
whether the cracks are length-
ening. If they aren't, then a re-
pair can be attempted. Try to
get your builder to promise to
fix the cracks as soon *the
settling as ended_ 'That will
depend on . how "new" your
house is or what contract ar-
rangement you have with him
Q. -- The cedar shingles on
our house have never been
painted. Can I use latex paint
on them?
A. - Yes, but put on a pri-
mer first. Also, consider the
use of a wood preservative in-
stead.
For either of Andy Lang's
booklets. -Wood Finishing in
the Home" or "Paint Your
House Inside and Out," send 35
cents and a long, STAMPED,
s e If-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Hunt-
ington, N.Y. 11743. Questions of
general interest will be an-
swered in the column, but indi-
vidual correspondence cannot
be undertaken.)
For Best Performance, Select
The Right Tools For Your Project
While there are many deci
sions facing the home handy -
person before tackling a
project, probably the most
important step of all, accord-
ing to the Hand Tools Insti-
tute (FITI), is selecting the
right tool for the job.
HTI points out that many
do-it-yourselfers not only are
unaware of the numerous
jobs that can be performed by
struck or hammered tools,
but they are oblivious to the
dangers of using the wrong
tool for the job. This same
unawareness also deprives
the user of the satisfaction of
doing a better, easier job with
the correct tool: ,--
Struck or hammered toOls,
including chisels, punches,
star drills, and wedges, can
perform a variety of chores
such as cutting brick, chisel-
ing wood, chipping mortar,
punching holes, splitting
wood, drilling masonry holes
or shearing rivets and bolts.
However, each struck tool
performs a specific job and
must be used for that task on-
ly.To help the beginner in as-
sembling a starter set of
struck tools, FITI offers these
suggestions for selection and
safer use.:
1. A set of two cold chisel's
14x" and 3/4")—Cold chisels
are used for cutting, shaping
and removing metal softer
than the cutting edge itself.
such as cast iron, wrought
iron, steel, bronze, copper',
etc. Never use on stone or
concrete. Size is important:
Cutting edge should be twice
the diameter of bolt being
cut. For a more advanced set
acquire 1/2" and I" sizes.
I. Punch Set (3)—Punches
are used Jo raft rk..grid punch
holes in metal,and other ma-
terial softer than the punch
end. Also for driving and re-
moving pins, rivets and align-
ing holes in different sections
of materials. Recommend
center, priclialld solid punch
for starter and later advanc-
ing to backing out, pin, and
drift punches, and a rivet
buster.
3. Star Drill Set (2)--Used
for drilling holes in masonry
(stone, concrete, brick, etc.).
For a start recommend at
least two sizes-1/2" and I".
Should be struck with a hand
drilling hammer or small
sledge and rotated after each
blow. Never strike with a
common nail hammer.
4. All-Steel Wood Chisels
(21—Used for rough heavy-
duty wood cutting—as op-
posed to lighter work of regu-
lar woodworker's chisels.
Not to be used on metal.
Recommend at least two
sizes-1/2- and I" fora basic
set and filling in later with ad-
ditional sizes.
5. Wedge (5 pound)—Used
for splitting logs, firewood,
kindling, staves, etc. Must be
struck with sledge or wood-
chipper's maul with a larger
striking face than the wedge.
Never use an axe as a substi-
tute for a wedge.
6. Nail Sets—Used to
countersink nails so that nail
hole can then be filled with
putty, plastic wood or other
filling material resulting in a
smooth-surface. Recommend
a 2132“ nail set for a start,
later adding 032" and Wy"
sizes.
The Institute stresses that,
in addition to proper . selec-
lion and safer usage, the con-
stant safety rule is that safety
goggles should be worn
Wtignevsr, struck _tools _are
used.
Keep struck tools in top
condition. The cutting edge
for tools such as chisels and
star drills should be kept
sharp {for both safety and
rformancel by the use of an
oil stone or file. A worn out or
damaged tool can cause in-
jury and a botched job. If the
tool shows chips, dents,
cracks or excessive wear, it
should be discarded.
Be sure to stop by and see our kitchen display!
PS —Our Prices Aren't Just A tot Of Hot Air!
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Over 500 Light Fixtures On Display In Showroom
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He's Fed Up So
Family Goes To Sea
PEORIA, Ill. (AP) — Jack
Triebel was fed up. He was
fed up with all the phone
calls and the crushing
routine, fed up with wat-
ching the rest of the world
from behind a desk.
In his mind's eye he had
seen the dream. Now, 53 and
president of the family
business, Jack Triebel has
decided to pursue it.
"My friends all think
we're crazy," says Triebel.
He and his wife, Punky, will
leave home forever this
month, climb aboard their
new 40-foot sailboat and
spend the rest of their lives
at sea, working at odd jobs
in sarious ports to support
themselves.
"I was getting stale after
35 years or so in the
business and wanted
something different," he
says. "You get to the point
where you're saturated with
the same thing day after
day."
Triebel has turned over
his financial interests in the
clothes cleaning business to
his son, Hunter, and his
brother, Field. The Triebel's
fashionable home is on the
market. The furniture has
been sold or given to seven
children, all grown or in
college.
"The boat is at Annapolis
(Md.)," he says. "It will
take a month or so to
complete some necessary
work and get it fitted _out,
and then Punky and I expect
to sail to the Caribbean
islands about Oct. 20." '
Their savings will be
exhausted by the time they
reach the islands, he said. -
To get by, they will work
part-time.
We figure we will try to
work weekends to make
ends meet, and still have
four or five days for
sailing," Triebel says. "I'm
a mechanic, a plumber. I
could be a guard, a bar-
tender, wash windows — but
I'd just as soon not get into
the cleaning and laundry
business down there."
Mrs. Triebel says she
looks forward to the sea
adventure. She admits it will
be new for someone whose
life has been bounded by
security and stability, but
says there is something
curiously satisfying about
making the break.
"I'm going to cook and
read until I get tired of
doing it, and then I'll try
something else," she says.
That might be "working
as a teller in a bank, maybe
working in a filling station
— I never tried that. Or I
might be a domestic; it's
more fun cleaning someone
else's house...
"When you pick up the
newspaper and see people in
their 50s dropping dead —
well, if we waited until
retirement age of 65, or
even 62, we probably
wouldn't be able to go," she
said. "This is something
we've dreamed about —
something_ we didn't know
we would ever be able to do.
This is a dream come true,
and I would even like to be
buried at sea."
Delegation Arrives
HANOI, Vietnam (AP) —
The biggest U.S.
congressional delegation to
visit Hanoi in two decaaes
arrived Monday to a warm
greeting from Vietnamese
officials who said they hoped
the mission would "open up
a new stage in relations"
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Anita Stockman said late
Monday that we welcome
the return of further MIA
remains" from Vietnam.
Her comment followed
published reports that said
Vietnam had found the
remains of 11 Americans
listed as missing and would
return them.
The delegation led by Rep.
G.V. Montgomery, D-Miss.,
hopes to gather new in-
formation about Americans
missing in action in the
Indochina War. The lack of
'a full accounting for U.S.
personnel remains a major
obstacle to establishment of
U.S.-Vietnamese relations.
"You're like at home
here," Foreign Ministry
official Trinh Quang Co told
Montgomery, as he and
seven other congressmen
stepped onto the sweltering
tarmac at Noi Bai Airport.
Co is chief of the ministry's
North American section.
Montgomery has made two
previous official trips, to
Hanoi. The congressmen are
to spend six days in Viet-
nam and Laos.
"We cannot make _policy
or negotiate but we come
with open minds and we will
take back what we learn th'
the president, the Congress
--and the peepte-ot ttre -Untted
States," Montgomery told
Vice Foreign Minister Phan
Hien.





A Free Test Drive
Hatcher -
Auto Sales
515 So 12th 753-4961
TEEN HOSPITAL 'VOLUNTEERS — These students donated over 1700 hours of service in the 1978 summer
Teenage Volunteer program at Murray-CallowaySounty Hospital and Convalescent Division which ended August
U. Back row (left to right) are: Mary lane Estes, Tammy Norsworthy, Lewis Bossing, Natalie Simpson, Carlton Bum-
phis and Jennifer Thorpe. Front row (left to right) are: Shan McCuiston, Cheryl Johnston, Lynn Poston, Teresa Tucker,
Kim Canady, Barbie Mattox and Alison Wallace. Not pictured were: Lisa Johnson, Dee Dee Miller, Gina Shipley,
Teresa Smith and Karon Walker.
Teenagers Donate Vacation
Time To Volunteer Service
By KATHY M. HODGE
A group of eighteen
dedicated young people gave a
part of their vacation to
,perform many valuable





The .volunteers -began the
program on June 12 and ended






sessions. Then, after con-
sidering the preferences of
each TAV and each depart-
ment's needs, the volunteers
were assigned to work in
various areas in the hospital.
Each assignment offered
the opportunity to serve one's
fellowman, to work alongside
highly skilled professional
personnel, and to gather in-
formation on which to make
career chOices. Under the
supervision and direction of
hospital personnel, the young
people had assignments on the





laboratory and business of-
fice.
A Coke party was held on
Friday, August 11, in the
hospital conference room to
honor the TAVs. Stuart
Po4ton, ,hospital ad-
ministrator, and Kathy
Hodge, coordinator of the TAV
program, presented each
student with - a recognition
certificate.
Special recognition was
given to the volunteers who
contributed the highest
number of hours. The fifteen
volunteers who gave 50 or
more hours were given ser-




son, Cheryl Johnston, Barbie




Thorpe, Teresa Tucker and
Alison Wallace.
Receiving award pin guards
for over 100 hours of service
were Lewis jiossing, Carlton
Bumphis, Kim Canady,
Natalie Simpson, Jennifer
Thorpe and Teresa Tucker.
Natalie Simpson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Miles Simpson
of Murray, was presented an
attractive hospital charm for
having given the most







conventions will be held
Sept. - 2 at The county
courthouses to pick Ken-
tucky's delegates to the
Demorrqtic MidTerin
--Confeirt— 
In Jt non, FaiPette and
Kenton counties, however,
the meetings will be held it
the voting place of the
legislative district chairmen.
The Mid-Term Conference
is scheduled in Memphis in
December.
worked 313 hours during the
program. Her hours were
volunteered primarily in the
maintenance department,
central supply and the
laboratory.
The Teenage Volunteer
program at MCCH is an
outgrowth of the Candy
Striper program which was
initiated at the hospital in
1968. Over the past ten sum-
mers approximately 325




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Wednesday at the Kentucky
State Fair:
7:30 a.m. — Kentucky
Country Ham Breakfast,
East Hall.
8 a.m. — 4-H and FFA
Beef Market Breeding,
Broadbent Arena.
8:30 a.m. — Swine and
sheep judging, Swine and
Sheep Pavilion.
9 a.m. — Gospel-sing
elimination, East Courtyard
stage.
10 a.m. — 4-H tobacco
grading, West Hall; Vic-
toria's Dance Academy,
Newmarket Hall.




11:30 a.m. — Karen Chase
Dance Studio, Newmarket
Hall.
12:30 p.m. — World
Championship Horse Show,
Coliseum.





swine judging, Sheep and
Swine Pavilion,
1:30 — Gospel Sing
Finals, Stadium stage.





2:30 p.m. — Charlee, West
Hall stage.
3 p.m. — Leilani's Island
Dancers, Newmarket Hall.
4 p.m. — Doug Green and
Riders in the Sky, West Hall.
stage.
4:30 p.m. — Swop Scho61
of Dance, Newmarket Hall.
6 p.m. — Governor's
Trophy Balloon Cham-
pionship, Southeast parking
lot; Kim Robert Dance
Studio, Newmarket Hall.
7 p.m. — Charlee, West
Hall stage.




Sabscrims who have not
rocolood their boato-doiirored
copy of The Murray Weer 8.
Tholes by 5:30 p.m. Atom*.
Friday or by 3:33 p.m. on Satyr-
days tiro salad to coN 753-1116
batsmen 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Mosiday-Fridory, or 3:30 p.m.
owl 4 p.m. Sattsrdays, to Wars
deNvery of tits mtvospopor. Calls
must be *cod by 6 p.m.
weakilays er 4 p.m. Saturdays
to guarmrtoo &ivory.
••PERSI.COLA,.• ••PCPS1,•' AND ••I‘ViST•ADVAT•• ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF PepsiCo, INC.
Economy
m
Now in q-packs of money-back bottles.
The Pepsi-Cola quart is a real quart. 32 refreshing
ounces. Some soft-driA companies sell their product in
bottles that look like quarts. But they're really onfy
26- or 28-ounce bottles. The-bottles in Pepsi-Cola's new
Economy Quart six-pack are real quarts ... 32 refreshing
ounces. So look carefully before you buy. And when
they're empty. bring 'em back for a refund the easy way
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Intergration Orders Have
Led To 'White Flight' Study
SANTA MONICA, Calif
•(AP) — A Rand Corp.
researcher says that a new
study, showing court-ordered
integration in inner city
:schools has led to
1:widespread "white flight"
'.across the nation, backs up
‘,Ins previous prediction that
white school enrollment in
Los Angeles will plummet
,when the district's . in-
:legration program begins in
September.
The Rand study, to be
, presented Sept. 7 at an
American Sociological
Association meeting in San
Francisco, looked at 54
school districts with
enrollments of at least 20,000
students.
The report is written by
David Armor, a social
scientist at the privately run
-think tank." Arrpor also
wrote a previous study,
commissioned last year by
the Board of Education,
which forecast the unheaval
in Los Angeles school
enrollments.
Armor's new study was
based on birth rate and
white out-migration statistics
before and after integration
programs were instituted in
the 54 districts.
The strongest effects
were found in 19 cities that
had over 20 percent
minorities and available
suburbs," Armor said
Monday. The effects of in-
tegration were weaker in
districts including entire
counties, making relocation
more difficult, he said.
For those 19 cities, Armor
used demographic Statistics
to project what white
enrollment levels would have
been without integration and
compared the results with
the actual enrollment after
integration.
He found that in all of the
19 cities but one —
Springfield. Mass. — the
actual drop in white
enrollment in the first year
of integration was at least
2L2 times as great as the 
projecteddrop.
But another sociarkieritist
cautions that it would be a
nustake to generalize the
results of the nationwide
study to Los Angeles.
•'The basic problem is that
the social composition and
housing market in Los
Angeles are very different
from most of the districts
that were studied," Gary
Orfield of the University of
Illinois said in a telephone
interview from Champaign.
Ill.
Orfield was named to a
panel of experts studying the
Los Angeles busing plan by
Superior Court Judge Paul
Egly, who has jurisdiction
over the integration work.
Orfield said many young
white families are moving to
outlying areas because they
cannot afford housing within
the district, not necessarily
because , they are fleeing
busing.
In the earlier study,
Armor said the district
would lose between 40,000
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1980 if it implemented an
"extensive busing plan."
That loss would be in ad-
dition to 60,000 white
students the district would
lose anyway due to a
declining birth rate and
other factors. Armor said.
He added that he expects
white enrollment in the
district to drop by 40,000 this
fall alone as the plan takes
effect — twice the 20,000
decrease he projected
without forced busing.
Last fall, he said, white-
enrollment — expected to
dip 8 percent — actually
dropped 12La percent as






Residents of the nation's
capital may find out this
week whether Congress,
which agreed 18 years ago.
to let them vote for
president, is willing to let
them choose representatives
and senators.
A Senate vote is scheduled
for Tuesday on a proposed
constitutional amendment,
AIRMAN KATHI J.
DUNCAN, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Duncan
of Dexter Route One, has
been assigned to Chanute
Air Force Base, m., after
completing basic training at
Lackland AFB, Texas. The
airman studied the Air
Force mission, organization
and customs, and received
special instruction in human
relations. Completion of this
training earned her the
individual credits towards an
associate in applied science
degree through the Com-
munity College of the Air
Force. Airman Duncan will
now receive specialized
training in the aircraft
equipment maintenance
field. She is a 1978 graduate
of Calloway County High
School.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
8Ox.307, Murray, KY 42071
FREE
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVEI
.. 1 I)
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
t
'AVIONA BEACll




Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach 7(1 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours 3
famous resturantt. The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House
\ Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditioned.
with spIllious lawns, room
telephones, TV, shopping center
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground. Golf, tennis privileges.
An easy drive to all4lorida attrac-
tions Pets welcome Fishing, Jar
O',$* Alai, Auto/Dog Racing.
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already approved by the
House, to give voting
representation in both
houses of Congress to the
705,000 people in the District
of Columbia.
Also on the Senate's
agenda for the week is a bill
providing federal aid to
highways. The House is in
recess until after Labor
Day.
Both supporters and op-
ponents of the D.C. voting
representation measure said
the outcome was too close to
call. It needs a two-thirds
majority of the full Senate,
which is 67 votes, regardless
of whether all senators are
present.
If the measure is approved
by the Senate, it will require
approval of the legislatures
of three-fourths of the states
within seven years to
become part of the Con-
stitution.
Residents of the district
were disenfranchised when it
became the seat of gover-
nment in 1800. A con-
stitutional amendment ap-
proved by Congress in 1960
and ratified the next year
gave them the right to vote
for president and vice
president.
Since 1971, they have had
a non-voting delegate in the
Houses
Backers of the measure
say it is unfair to deny
voting representation to a
district with more people
than seven states; which
pays more taxes than 11 of
them and lost more of_. its
men in Vietnam than 10
states.
Opponents say Washington
is a city, not a state, and-
cities should not be entitled
to two senators. They say
these senators would
represent exclusively urban
interests and wouls1 be
swayed by the district's
dependence on the federal
government.
Over the weekend, both
'Majority Leader. -Robert - C.
Byrd, D-W.Va., and Minority
Leader Howard H. Baker, R-
Tenn., said they would
support the voting rights
bill.
  Byrd on Saturday called
for ending "this last vestige
of discrimination."
Baker said Sunday he
expects the bill to pass.
Byrd had made the same
prediction, unless, he added,
absenteeism was high on the
day of the vote.
On another issue, a vote
was expected on an
amendment to the highway
aid bill that would create a
two-year $200 million federal
program of assistance for
repair and maintenance of
roads for coal hauling.
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston,
D-Ky., a sponsor of the
amendment, charged the
Department of Tran-
sportation with an "obvious
attempt" to defeat it by
releasing a study on coal
transportation Friday.
The study proposed that
coal-hauling roads. be built
with funds from a program,
designed to reclaim old strip
mine sites until a long-range
plan to finance them could
a be adopted. Huddleston
11 called this "an attempt.. to
put off indefinitely any
substantive action by the
government."
Airman Paul Keith
McGinnis, son of Mr. and
Mrs M. D. McGinnis of
Murray Route Two, is no%
on the job training as an
auto body mechanic at
Peterson Air Force Base.
Colorado Springs, Colo..
after completing basic
training at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas. A In-"-
graduate of Calloway County
High School, be volunteered
for the Air Force.
Test Shots Ring In Dealey Plaza
DALLAS (AP) — Dealey
Plaza was sealed off and
empty. No crowds packed
the sidewalks. No motorcade
,ped along the streets.
Then gunshots crackled,
from a rifle and a pistol,
bullets slamming into
sandbags as police
marksmen positioned in the
old Texas School Book
Depository and on the
nearby "grassy knoll"
helped acoustics experts
investigate the 1963 killing of
President John Kennedy.
The re-enactment project
was ordered by the House
Select Committee on
-Assassinations after the








— Rifle fire in Dallas,
students' screams at Kent
State, an 18 La-minute gap
on a Nixon White House
tape — all are sounds that
have punctuated major
events of the past two
decades.
But for the consulting firm
hired to analyze those
snippets of history, the job
is a minor sideline.
"Congressional in-
vestigations are a trivial
part of our work," says
Samuel Labate, chairman of
the board of Bolt, Beranek
and Newman. Most of our
work involves acoustic
designing for business of-
fices, school dormitories. We
only took on the in-
vestigations because it is of
national interest."
Labate says the firm,
named for three former
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology professors who
formed the company in 1948,
has built a $30 milliona-year
business from acoustic
engineering.
He says the firm usually
turns down the many
requests it receives from
police departments around
the country that want expert
advice in analyzing sound
data.
"It's not the thrust of our
interest," says Labate.
"We're very careful about
the work we accept because
we don't want to get in-
volved in criminal in-
vestigations."
The firm first came into
prominence in 19/4 when, at
the request of congressional
investigators, it studied an
18 42-minute gap in one of
then-President Richard
Nixon's White House tapes.
The firm, and one of its
founders, physicist Richard
Bolt, said the section of tape
containing critical
discussions three days after
the Watergate break-in was
deliberately erased.
The company's electronic
ears were listening in Dallas
over the weekend as the
slaying of President John
Kennedy was....reana  far
the House Select Committee
on Assassinations to
determine whether three or
four shots were fired at the
Hearing Set
WHITLEY CITY, Ky
(AP) — The U.S. Army
Corps of 'Engineers
scheduled a public , hearing
here Sept. 6 to discuss
development plans for the
Big South Fork National
River and Recreation Area.
The meeting will be
preceded by one on Sept. 5
at Huntsville, Tenn., with
another on Sept. 7 at
Jamestown, Tenn.
A corps spokesman said
the three sessions were
arranged to solicit comment
and ideas on plans for
recreational development
within the 125,000 acre area.
The project contains the Big
South Fork 'of the Cum-




$140 million for the progratii
in the appropriations budget'
sent to Congress. This total
cost would be spread over
the eight years estimated
development time for the
recreational area, with most
of it going for land
acquisition.
presidential motorcade on
Nov. 22, 1963. The Warren
Commission decided three
shots were fired that day,
and experts generally agree
a fourth shot would indicate
a second gunman.
Labate said the results of
the Dallas test will be
available sometime next
month.
The firm analyzed similar
test recordings made at the
site of the Kent State
shootings to determine the
sequence of National Guard
gunfire ,when four, students
were _killed during a 1970
campus anti-war demon-
stration. That test was done
for the, Justice Department
in its investigation of the
shootings.
Labate said both cases
involve comparing recor-
dings taken at the time of
the actual shootings against
test recordings, looking for
"sound fingerprints- that
will reveal the order of
gunfire and even the types
of weapons used.
"Every noise has a certain
unique frequency, a shape
that we can compare with
other recordings," he said.
"We use standard equipment
to analyze the frequency and
;hen make tapes to compare




officer's microphone stuck in
the -open" position, seemed
to indicate that four shots
were fired.
The Warren Commission
report claimed Lee Harvey
Oswald, acting alone, fired
three shots into the
presidential motorcade.
Experts generally agree that
a fourth shot would mean
another giounIn was in-
volved.
The Warren Commission
had the motorcycle officer's
tape during its investigation,
but police spokesman Bob
Shaw said it was only
"recently" that the possible
fourth shot was identified. "I
can only guess that the
reason might be because
they didn't have the
technology until recently,"
Shaw said.
An Italian rifle similar to
the Mannlicher-Carcano that
the Warren Commission said
Oswald used to shoot
Kennedy spat out the first
shot at 7:10 a.m. The round
struck one of three piles of
sandbags placed at the
approximate positions where
Kennedy was hit.
More shots followed from
the sixth-floor window from
where Oswald is said to
have fired.
Then a ninth shot was
fired, Markedly lower in
volume, it came from behind
a fence at the rear of the
knoll, a position that would
have been in front of the
motorcade. --
Shaw later confirmed that
marksmen were also firing a
.38-caliber pistol from behind
the knoll. Several theorists
have claimed shots were
fired from there during the
assassination.
been assigned to Grissom
Air Force Base, Indiana, for
duty in the fuel field. He
recently completed basic
trainirg at Lackland AFB,
Texas, where he studied the
Air Force mission,
organization and customs,
and received special in-
struction in human relations.
Completion of the training
earned him credits toward
an associate in applied
science degree through the
community college of the
Air Force. He is a 1977
graduate of Calloway County
High School. His wife,
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More than 50 microphones
had been placed around the
plaza by the Boston firm of
Bolt, Beranek and Newman,
the firm that analyzed the
18'I-minute gap in form. f
President Richard Nixon's
White House tapes.
In all, more than 40 shots
were fired in three fepacate
programs as technicians
changed the placement of
microphones, generally
tracing the motorcade route
toward the "triple un-
derpass." The entire project
took more than six hours.
No one from the
a.ssnnsinations committee
was present.
Dr. James Barger of the
Boston company told
reporters the recordings
would be analyzed and the










Chicago, Ill. — A free of-
fer of special interest to
those who hear but do
not understand words
AIRMAN TERRY J. 
has been announced by
COMPTON, son of Mrs. .Beltone aid of its kind
will be given absolutelyPatricia M. Compton,




problems are not alike..
. and some cannot be
helped by a hearing aid.
But audiologists report
that many can. So, send
for this free model now,
and wear it in the
privacy of your own _
home-. It is not a real
hearing aid, but it will
show you how tiny
hearing help can be. It's
yours to keep, free. The.
actual aid weighs less -
than a third of an ounce,
and it's all at ear level,
in one unit.
These models are
free, so we suggest you
write for yours now.
Again, we repeat, there
is no cost, and certainly
no obligation. Thousan-
ds have already been
mailed, so write today
to Dept. 2662, Beltone
Electronics, 4201 W.
Victoria, Chicago, 60696.
The woman shopper does her homework.
She reads the food section
of her newspaper...
READERSHIP-AND USE OF FOOD SECTION





Read Food Section during
DO.SI week 60% 51%
Made use of Food Section
during Dast month 38 44
...and she reads food ads
in her newspaper...
— READERSHIP OF SUPERMARKET/FOOD ADS
AMONG DAILY NEWSPAPER READERS
Read surrerrntrIcet,rfeed ods
during past week
Did not read supermarket/









Separate studies show she makes
a shopping list,
using newspapers to do so.
Progressive Gracer (1975):
'In preparation for a trip to the supermarket,
how frequently do you do each of the following?'
a
Make Read News- -





















... and she reports newpaper ads
helpful in shopping for food.
ATTITUDE TOWARD FOOD AVERTISING
AMONG DAILY NEWSPAPER READERS
Newspaper Advertising is helpful









Source The Working Women. NAB (Aortl, 1971)
Type of Advertising Used House- Working—Alt
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Uneventful Opening Of Jefferson Schools Expected
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
All signs are pointing to an
uneventful opening Wed-
nesday of the Jefferson
County school system, which
will be embarking on its
fourth year of operation
under court-ordered busing.
-We have no reason to
believe there won't be
calm," said Superintendent
E.C. Grayson. "We are




riots when the federal order
became effective in 1975,
have switched tactics. They


















































































cluding Indians, are exempt
from busing and at least 50
students, the majority of
them white, have asked that
their racial designation be
changed.
'The burden of proof will
be on them," said David
Espin, director of pupil
personnel. "We've revised
the system."
In the past, students
needed only a signed af-
fidavit from their parents to
be reclassified.
"Under the new policy,
students will be required_ to
file an application with the
school district's Hardship
CHM CICII3CMI CHM
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said. "The application must
be accompanied by a cer-
tified copy .of the roll
number and tribal
designation assigned by the
U.S. Bureau of Indian
Affairs."
Espin also said the school
board decided that pupils
will be assigned to schools
this year on the basis of
their racial designation as of
July 1. The rash of requests
for reclassification began
shortly, after that day.
Espin said he was op-
timistic there would be no
.-prohlama-.--ivith_ __demon-
strations, but the Jefferson
County Police Department
announced that all police
will be on extended shifts
Wednesday, as they have for
every school opening since
1975.
The department said about
twice as many officers as
usual will be on duty.
Espin estimated that about




6,800 pupils are expected to
sign up when kindergarten
and Head Start classes
begin.
On opening day last year,
97,837 pupils showed up to
enroll for grades 1-12. That
was 89 percent of the 110,080
inticipated.
Espin said enrollment in
the system has been
declining the past few years
and cited a' drop in the birth
rate as the major factor.
"We were losing 4,000 to
5,000 youngsters a year





11113o. Mb • 7534035
Arm 14.04 At Sim Seer
THE ONLY THING THAT
HELPS 15 WHEN SHE
ACCIDENTALLY DRIVES
US THROUGH A..
Because of the slump in
enrollment, the school board
ordered the closing in June
of six elementary schools.
Students who would have
attended those schools have.
been reassigned to others in
the same area.
Still unresolved is the
question of a salary increase
for teachers this term. Both
sides met during the
weekend, and adjourned
their talks until Friday.
The board has budgeted
5,845 positions for teachers,
librarians and social
workers, compared with
5,752 jobs in 1977.
Despite the overall in-
crease, however, there will
be about 100 to 150 fewer
regular classrooms teachers.
The additional teachers will
be working in such areas as
special education, reading
and kindergarten.
Classes will be dismissed
next May 18, providing there
are no snow days to make
Pill Still Most Popular For
Birth Control Across Nation
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Although fewer women are
using the oral contraceptive
pill, it is still the most
popular method of birth
control, a new federal report
shows.
Also, almost one-third of
America's 27.2 million
married couples with wives
of childbearing age are
sterile, the report says, a





over because it is so ef-
fective," said Dr. Kathleen
Ford, author of the report
released by the National
Center for Health Statistics.
Sterility is defined as the
physical incapability of one
or both partners to produce- _
I child. -
Ms. Ford's report shows
that 22.3 percent of all
fertile couples in 1976 used
the oral contraceptive pill to
prevent conception, a drop
from 251 percent in 1973. 
In contrast, figures show
that in 1976, about 7.2
percent of all married
couples used a condom for
birth control; 6.1 percent
used intrauterine devices;
3.4 percent used the rhythm
method; 3 percent used
foam and 2.9 percent used a
diaphragm. The rest used
less effective methods, such
as withdrawal.
"It is the first time the
center has found a decrease
in use of the pill." Ms. Ford
HE'LL BE HEADING BACK THERE
IN ABOUT POUR HOURS
TI-1E CHEF REALLY STAWIS
BEi4IND 714iS Disk
said in an interview. She
added that there was little
use of the pill before the
19608 but that use increased
rapidly during the 1960s and
early 1970s.
Ms. Ford's l'eport shows
that in 1976, about 30.2
percent of couples with
wives ages 15 to 44 said they
were sterile. This was an
increase of six percentage
points from 1973.
The 1976 figures show that
28.3 percent of all couples
were sterile as a result of
surgery, and 1.9 percent
were sterile for non-surgical
reasons, such as disease or
congenital defects.
In 1973, 22.9 percent of all
couples were sterile as a
result of surgery and less
than 1 percent for non-
surgical reasons.
Figiires show that in 1976,
about 29.1 percent of white
couples were sterile as a
result of surgery, compared
to 23.1 percent in 1973. The
percent of black couples that
were sterile as a result of
surgery changed only
slightly - from 20.8 percent
in 1973 to 21.7 percent in
1976.
A closer look at the report
shows that in 1976, about
19.3 percent of all couples
had surgery so they would
not have more children. In
9.6 percent of the couples,
the woman had the surgery,
and in 9.7 percent of the
couples, it was the man.
Comparative figures show
that in 1973, about 16.4
percent of all couples had
surgery for contraceptive
reasons.
Ms. Ford said the surveys
do not ask couples reasons
for their choice of birth
control methods. "But we'd
like to," she added.
Because of the risk of con-
tracting hepatitis from unsteri-
lized needles, tattooing is ille-
gal in some parts of the United
States, according to National
Geographic.
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I'm 35 and my husbind is 36. and my pro-
blem is his interest in a 66-year-old woman. Can you believe
it? This has been going on for the last six years. They work
together, and Jim gives her a ride to work and back. But
that's not all-they talk on the phone every night, laughing
and carrying on like two kids.
Since she doesn't have any means of transportation, Jim
carts her around on weekends to do her shopping. errands,
doctors' appointments, etc. She pays him back by cutting his
hair and giving him manicures and rubdowns. She even clips
his toenails!
This woman has been a widow for 20 years, and the only
social life she seems to have is with my husband. Some of my
friends have asked me if I'm "jealous." so I guess it's com-
mon knowledge that he and this old lady have something go-
ing.
What I want to know is, what can a 66-year-old woman do
for a 36-year-old man?
WONDERING IN TEXAS
DEAR WONDERING: All she has to do is "be there."
DEAR ABBY: I answer the telephone in an office in a
0%11 Southern city, and my employers have instructed me
to find out who is calling before they take any call.
Over the years I have been subjected to untold abuse
when I ask, "Who is calling, please?" I've been told
everything from, "It's none of your business," to "Andrew
Jackson!" •
Don't people realize that I couldn't care less who is call
ing - I'm only following instructions.
Then there are people who ask. "IS he there?" (There are
three "he's" in this office.
And there are_those who call and say, "I'm the one who
called -- esierdiii." (At least 100 people <ailed-yesterday-1
Here's my favorite: "Didn't you give him my message?" (I
just give messages. I can't make my employers return calls.)
Abby, this is just a sample of how dumb people can be on
the phone. Please print this. It may make a few callers
change their ways.
DEAR GULF: I'll print your letter, but don't expect
miracies.Very few see themselves in my column-only
DEAR ABBY: We wonder how'tnany other families living
in the Midwest (or the Northeast) are blessed with relatives
who live in Florida.- Their letters are mainly weather
reports. And whenever they visit, they take a special
delight in bad-mouthing the old hometown and state.
First of all, this stateItas good enough for them for about
55 years. Suddenly, it's the pits! Secondly, not everyone
likes hot weather all year. It's monotonous. We happen to
enjoy the change of seasons. But somehow, when we try to
Mend our Low.tt. it oomei-out sounding like sour grapes.
HOORAY FOR MISSOURI
DEAR HOORAY:' Whether one lives in Missouri or
Florida, James Whitcomb Riley's little verse contains good
counsel:
"It ain't no use to grumple and romplane
It's jut as cheap and easy to rejoice;
When Cod worts out the weather and *ends rain,
W'y rain's my choice-"
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, writs: Abby.
Box 89700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope
I, JAMES A. Johnson,
am no longer
responsible for any
debts othed than my





South 13th., phone 753-
3128.
rotor rORTRALTS,
bring us yon st for extra
copies. Made tromanj
size into any size!
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parkin/











Poisoo Control . .  753-75113
Sean/ Citizens . .  753-0919
ham 753-161



















of Kentucky desires to
lease approx 2400 net
square feet of office
and warehouse space
and 2000 square feet of
outside storage,
located in Murray, Ky.
Space must be
available for oc-
cupancy on or before
September 15, 1970.
Persons having-
property of this nature
should submit a writ-





40601 no later than
August 25, 1978 at 10:00






clearly marked on the
outside envelope of
each proposal sub-





tion by calling 1-502-
564-4313. Property
shall be approved by
the Office of the Fire
Marshal and must
meet all Federal,






















THE FAMILY OF Curtis
Bouldin would like to
thank all of our friends
for the kindness shown
to us for the loss of our




Harold Crissom, and to
Gallimore Funeral
Home. Also, the nurses
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and to
Doctor P'Pool. And To
everyone that helped in
any way.
The Family of Curtis
Bouldin
LOST TAPE PLAYER:
left at Kentucky Darn
beach August 8, 1978.
Generous reward.
Contact: C. Young at
Rt. 1 Box 10 Paducah,
Ky. 5544355 or 554-
1435.
LOST FEMALE Black






for RN's and LPN's,
full time or part time.
Personnel needed for 3-
























for LPN's, Full or Part






BARY SITTER in my
hiTme for 5 month old on
Monday, Wednesday,







sick leave, hospital and
life insurance with
major medical benefits,
first class FCC licensed
desirable, however,
technical work ex-
perience will be con-
sidered. Please send full
resume to P. 0. Box 3.
PAGZ is THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMF-S Tuesday, August







Rogers P.O. Box 598.
Murray, Kentucky
NEED BABYSrrrER,
for a 10 week old in
my home from 7 to 11
a.m. Call between 5
and 7 p.m. 753-9963.








mow yard rest of the
summer. Call 753-3102.
FIVE PEOPLE, good
earnings, part time. Call








male or female 7
o'clock shift, 3-days,
and 6 o'clock shift 2-




Work at home, - no
experience necessary -
escAllaat pay. Writ. -
American Service, 8350







Mayfield, KY 42066 1-
502-247-5211.
COOK WANTED 5 a.m.











year-old, our home or
yours. 436-2595 after 5
p.m.
WANT TO hire baby














ARE YOU looking for k
career with a future and
unlimited potential? '
Burger Queen may be
your answer. We are
looking for an assistant
manager who is
responsible and willing




Smith at Burger Queen
of Mayfield, 1002. Pa.
Road. 1-502-247-1548 foi
an appointment . Equal
Opportunity Employer
10 Business Opportunity
DO YOU want the finer
things in Life? Earn full









Rule Life Ins. Co.
Phone 753-7273.
13 For Sale Or Trade
FOR SALE or trade for
pickup truck; 197 Olds
Tornado. Call 436-5837.
14 Want To Buy
WANT TO buy used ym
Set. Call 436-2742 after
6:00.
WOULD LIKE to buy
canopy bed, call after
3 p.m. 753-8001.
TIMBER WANTED. We
pay top prices on
standing timber, tie
logs, or veneering. Call
4 8 9-2 3 3 4. Wayne
Adams.
WANT TO BUY STAN-
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757
15 Articles For Sale
IIMMINBIMAWS CENCI MI NMI
'PRINTING
Milothest•r Sturfe•it
--302* 4e1r- -̀ ts343,rt -
SMITH & WESSON, 357
magnum, 6" barrel with
target hammer and
trigger and shoulder









FUR SALE, formica aria
Wilson art. larnenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4' -
4'112' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.
15 Articles for Sale
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill





Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So Sib









freezers, one used 110
air conditioner, four
manual typewriters,
school desk from $I to
$2. Murray Ford Trot.
tor, South 4th, 759-
4895.








1-0 Miro P.øy 25 yrs.
1.1941 S Penny 000
1-11ore 1960-0 Semi
Dots Posey
1.5 Mist Peney-25 yrs
flerfeertaatIllr -
Pius Our Free Gat
Mies Our Free Brodswe
&NW 53.95 sad 23 postage
to:






ternoon 19th and 26th
August. Call 753-7212.
188_Riviera Us.





B 8, J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East
436-2768
•





Roars 6:30 to 5:15
&veer Mary Brandon - 753-2606
•* • 111,
COLD SPOT refrigerator,
bottle gas stove and
bottle gas hot water
tank. Misc. items. Call
4364482.
GE REFRIGERATOR,
$30. 40" electric stove,
$65. Good condition, call
753-9321.
BABY ,BED, $25. High
chair, $10. Pecan dining
table and chair. Call 753-
7136 or 753-6701.
FOR - SALE a gold





FOR SALE floating duck




engine, vee drive, fly
bridge, sleeps 10, many
extras. Call 474-2390 for
appointment.
20. Sports Equipment




sell. Call 753-2316 after
5 p.m.
FOR SALE: 1978 16' 3"
Mark Twain 140 in and
out. Call 527-3984 or
3M-8065.




FOR SALE: EZGO Golt
cart, reasonable. 753-
5108 after 6 p.m.
22 Musical
PIANO IN STORAGE C
Iliamtifv1 spilled-consols
stored locally. Reported Ms
mow. Itesporeibie party cam
take at big saving so low
praise ballawca. Writs hem





Selection - quality -
price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for











Of vinyl cushion floor




















FOR SALE 105 hp
('hrysler Outboard.
Used less than 20 hours,
Phone 759-1872.
SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE -
Wanted: Responsible
party to take over





72 model. 1967 Ford 2
tort truck, -need to sett
this week. Call 1-901-
782-3833.
FOR SALE tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 489-
2126.









Vinson Tractor Co. 753-
4892.
TRACTOR FOR SALE_
1952 Ford Red Belly








1EW-I3 Hole Martin Rot
(cheap 1. Also Modern
Wooden Lawn Chair
Phone 753-1712 after 4
p.m.
FOR SALE: Ferguson
30 tractor. Good shape
Has been used for
home gardening. 753-
4502.
LIKE NEW silver Vin-
cent-Bach trumpet.
Excellent condition,





across from Post Office,
Paris, Tn.








piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
1270211e-. Private- tenons
age 6 and up - begin-
ners to advanced.








Front quarter 85 cents a
pound, whole or half 95
cents a pound, hind






8201 off 641. One mile
north of Paris on Old
Murray Road.
FOR SALE, Craftsman





beef. Front quarter 79
rents a - pouod, -whole
or half 89 cents a
pound, hind quarter, 95
a pound hanging
weight. Food stamps
accepted. We alio do
custom slaughtering,
Paris Meat Processing,
642-8201 off 641. One










about it. Call 753-0281.
26 TV Radio





21 Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE HOME, 66 x 12,
can be seen at 408%a N.
1st Street or call 753-6632
or 753-2390.
,12 x 52 2 BR, all elec-
tric, partially furnished
with washer and dryer.
Green refrigerator and
stove, air conditioner,.
nice carpet and drops
underpinning in Coach
Estates, $5500 extra
nice. 753.4074 or 753-
1877.




1973 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, 112 baths, 2
bedroom, good con-
dition. Call 435-4424 or
492-8534.
12x60 2 BR mobile
home, excellent Con-
dition, utility room,
489-2774 after 5 p.m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12x60 MOBILE HOME, 2
BR, central air and
heat, new carpet, new
furniture, like new.
Shady Oaks, no phone
calls please.
MOBILE !TOMES- and
mobile home spaces The










lease. 175' frontage 189'
deep. Call 753-7618 after
5:00.
31 Want To Rent
FURNISHED OR par-
tially furnished apart-
ment in Murray for
teacher. Call 753-4746.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT, $90 per month,
753-8333
WAN ED: University
student to s re
apartment (male). all
1-821-4288 days or 1-821-
1772 nights.




waterfront lake lot. Both
air conditioned and rent
for $60 month. 436-2427.
FURNISHED APAR-
TMENT, upstairs 304
N. 4th Street, living
room bedroom com-
bination, large kitchen






34. Houses for Rent















LAYING HENS for sale.
Plume 753-6037.
37 Lvestoch Supplies
ONE WHITE male hog.
Approx. 300 lbs. Call 753-
2987.
QUARTER HORSE, 4
years old, Saw color,
registered. Call 437-
4827 after 4 p.m.
38 Pets Supplies
REGISTERED one year








weined, ready to train,
Championship blood










753-9928 after 5:30 p.m.
FOR SALE eight week old
yellow Lab puppies. Call
489-2669 after 6 p.m.
ONE CHAMPAGNE
Poodle, two chocolate, 8





















and 26th August. Call
753-7212.
YARD SALE Wednesday
and Thursday 9 to 6















co barn, log barn. Ap-
proximately 75 acres
in crop. Large pond.
That Money Making
Acreage you've been
waiting for. See This
Now. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
av 
DUPLEX LOTS - for
sale in Westwood
Subdivision. Two duplex
lots for $3300 each.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
all your real estate
needs.
PE At.7,IMS
South 17th at Sycamore
'VII SPHONE 751 1051
IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION - Drive
down Main Street and
take a look at this im-
pressive 2-story home.
Lots of living area which
Includes 4 bedrooms,
study, dining room, den,
living room, plant room,
basement and central
natural gas heat. Price




HOUSE AND 6 ACRES -
Here is that rare home-
buying opportunity of
good home plus acreage
plus close-to-town
location at a reasonable
price. Three bedroom
brick home with central
heat and air and low





horse stable or storage.









With The Friendly Tench-
Economical Living
Close to University. 4
or 5 bedroom, 34gown
& I or 2 up, 11/2 baths,
living room & kitchen.




Barn for storage. Ina-
mediate occupancy.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
NEW LISTING - Three
bedroom bungalow on
quiet street. Home is




heat -'plus extra lot
which would be ex-
cellent for large garden.
House and extra lot
priced right - in the 20's.





- 'Your Key People
In Real Estate
7534724















natural gas heat, and
15'x20' brick storage
building are extra nice
features. Priced to sell





JUST REDUCED - This
very nice mobile home
just off Hwy. 280 on
large lot. Mobile in
excellent condition. Best
underpinning, new
septic tank and field







FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres 1/2 mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394. -
Purdom & Thurman





your business - Now
available - up to 3400
square foot of carpeted,
air conditioned, cen-
trally heated, secured,
building to develop your
own business ... ideally
located ... ideally
designed for expansion -
Oh, yes, we have
available financing for
you too! Unbelievable?
Try Us! Call Us! 753-




--we have an unusually
nice 3 bedroom with 3
full baths and lots of
extras. iliocated near
Aurora on beautiful
















wall in foyer brings one




with built-in desk and
walk-in closet plus 2
other bedrooms and 2
baths - Add 1 acre land 2
miles from Murray and..
then call 753-1492 -
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
NEED 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, near city schools,
• family room with
Franklin fireplace,
priced in the 30's???
We've got it! Need
Financing? We've got
that too! Call 753-1492








listed brick ranch home
with central heat and
air, lovely landscaped
lawn, fenced backyard,
and lots of other
pleasant features in this
dream home. Priced in
the 30's. Located at 1619
Kirkwood. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for an ap-
pointment to view this
fine home.
WILSON
INCOME PROPERTY. 402 So.
$tb St. - This LARGE 2 spurt
mist Mouse has $300 00 in-
come per month, sad the up-
stairs coved be made into
another apartment with v•ty
gni• *sponse. BUT THAT IS
NOT All, another apartment
is sot sport from fish, located
in bad roots for $1S0.00 per
month. Al is. approximately 1
WO lot. TOM root 5450 00
per msealb pies a possibility of
$400.00 per monk
Owner MI sell this 3
Whom, 1/2 bath brick mod
it... hem 4 mikes spell of
Morley allb 3 acres. Homes
Au groat room with filmdom
Who with all the extras.






seats 1200, 2 extra lots




pletely fenced, on Hwy.
68 between Aurora &
Jonathan Creek, The




trepreneur could use for








one mile from college.
Call 436-2456.
DUPLEX for sale by
owner, Westwood
subdivision. 2 BR__




Call 753-4470 after 5
p.m.




OPEN HOUSE at 1612
Parklant, Friday,
August 18, 3 p.m.-6 p.m.
A spacious 3 BR, 2 bath







With The Friendly Teem"
COMMERCIAL BUIL-
DING, 2520 sq. ft. like
new condition, 40 x 20
office area, 11/2 baths,
40 x 43 shop or storage
area. Well insulated,
central gas heat, cen-
tral air conditioning, 2
acres of land. Priced
In the 50's. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
100 N. 12th.
WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,






REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.
THREE ROOM furnished
house, 10 miles east of
Murray, $2500. 44241670.
b. Momes hoc Sale
BY OWNER on Cir-
carama Dr. Brick 3
BR, 1/2 bath, living















Monday-Friday -7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
CA1.1.753-4013
Electric & Gas Bill Hight
pusloorir she phask Installed indensesth year haw meldsharply Osass. yew Maw MB? We pate and repair the outside ofour horne, but Nivirlliikelesillusweadminith Cold air and darn.wises& with rupee. est piaguc it will heir,pr clews against termites, rd. seer illosons and Insect',We triad for averts and Om* led •twitaation
Cal far Fee athreatiseedhopessim- -
F P A. CERTIFIED
KEIALIfiS TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
100 South 13th Stroot
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071


































































































































8, 3 p.m.-6 p.m.








20 sq. ft. like















































poir the atrial& of
Cold air and darn-
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ttSt)TUAL ft)
grt mai
THREE BR house, living
i room, large bathroom,large kitchen and dining




 after 8 p.m.1
THREF: BR brick house,
bath and a half, double
- carport, outside







two full baths, central




L 753-4152 or 753-4953.
FRAME HOUSE, two
bedroom: with one




walk in closets, 2
baths, 2 car garage
with a storage room,
central gas heat and
electric air, entry hall,

















1974 CAN AM 125. Good
shape, new tires. Call
after 6:00 p.m., 753-
5400 or 759-1331.









mercial grade for long
bed pickup. $200 per
pair. Call 753-7537.
TRUCK TIRE Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus 2215
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
19. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 CHEVROLET
Caprice 2 door, hardtop.
1 owner car, air con-
ditioned, tilt wheel,
factory tape, very clean.






1972 FORD LTD, one
owner, very good








307 2 Barrel, orange
and black: Call 436-
2427.
1967 BUICK RIVIERA
sound tiody, fair in-
terior, good tran-
-sportation, - factory
mag wheels 125.00 can
be seen at House of
Willow - Hwy. 94 East.
Ph. 436-2437.
FOR SALE • or trade for
pickup truck, 1972 Olds
Tornado. Call 436-5837.
r OR SALE 1970 In-
ternational Scout 4
Wheel Drive, Call 901-
E42-6353.
1968 CONVERTIBLE VW
Rolls Royce, front end
New motor, Call 753-3231





floored and reedy. Up to 12 rt 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages,
mobile home ottons, and patios, or 1.1-11UltD, pre cut completely reedy
to alterable up to 24 o 60. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
builtins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 4/301
PHONE
502-685-4961
ibiwtiviraa CLASSIFIED ADS *0'
49. Used Cars S Trucks
1962 CHEVROLET pick-
up, 6 cyl. engine,
standard 3-speed
transmission. $200. Call
753-2501 after -4 p.m.
1973 FORD pickup, good
mechanical condition,





• Cheirolet dump truck,




with camper. Call 753-
8061.
'75 DODGE VAN mag
wheels, white letter
radials, sun roof, AM-
FM tape, flairs and
spoilers. Call 753-5227
after 5:30 p.m.
1977 GREEN VW Rabbit.
25,000 miles. Standard
shift, 1 year factory
warranty, excellent
condition. $3400. Call 1-
901-642-6300. -
1978 United Feature Syndicate. Inc
"UNDERSTAND 'THIS. TH(5 COMMITM
)5 NOT MADE UP OF ̀1E-S -MEN,
RIGHT SM1TH? RIGHT JONES?
RIGKT----
1969 DODGE li-3ou
truck. 1 ton factory
air, auto power brakes
and steering, original _
383 4-BDI. engine.
Power like you can't
buy anymore. 38„000
actual miles, long
wheel base with 12 ft.
flat bed, and side
mount tool - boxes
$2975.00. Call 753-7537.
1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta.
88 Royal, burgundy on
burgundy with white
top. Has power and air,
extra clean car with
. 45,000 miles, $2450. Call
492-8103 after 4:00 p.m.
1966 FORD BUS, $1195.
1973 Dodge Van, power




Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-




1977 FORD Van Club
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
miles, new tires, Cap-
tains chairs, factory air,
P.S., P.B., stereo, with
front and rear speakers,








Tan, full power and
air, sharp. Only $1875
at -Marray Da1ran-, 004-
S. 12th. 753-7114.
GREEN 1974 Datsun B-
210 2-door sedan with
air, AM-FM radio and
only 43,028 miles.
Priced at $2495 at
Murray Datsun, 604 S.
12th. 753-7114.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
DATSUN L'Il Hustler.
Green 1976 model with
AM-FM radio, tripod
mirrors, and bumper,
44,150 miles. Only $3550






radio. Only $3925 at
Murray Datsun, 604 S.
12th. 753-7114.
• GREEN 1975 Model
Datsun pickup with
only 20,932 miles. Has
radio. buniper, and
west coast mirror.
Only $3125 at Murray




Only $2425 at Murray.
Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
753-7114
1977 DATSUN B-210 2-
door sedan. Nice gold
color. 30,818 miles,
$3625. Murray Datsun.





miles. Only $2495 at
Murray -Datsun, 604 S.
12th. 753-7114.
• 1976 DATSUN B-210.
i" Only 19,717 miles. Dark
blue color, AM-FM
radio. Only $3025 at
Murray Datsun, 604 S.
12th. 753-7114.
LOW, LOW MILAGE.
1977 Model Datsun B-
210 4-door. Only 10,269
miles! Air con-
ditioning, AM-FM








Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
753-7114.
MANY OTHER used
cars and trucks. Make
us an offer! Murray
Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
•
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1974 MATADOR X, 360
V-8, automatic, double






SPECIAL - FREE air
conditioners with









1968 25' AVION travel
trailer with 1971 Chevy
station wagon equipped
to pull trailer. Sell as
unit or separately. 753-
7600.
MOTOR HOME, 30 ft.
excellent condition,




sleeps up to 8. Side
bath with rear lounge.
Fully self • contained
and road ready.
$9400.00. Call 753-7537.
SALE ON all 1978 models
in stock - save-save-
save. Paschall Campers
- your Nomad Travel
Trailer dealer, Hwy. 641





dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
-Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-





TRICIAN .and gas in-
stallation will do













Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and






roofs sealed. Call .lack




minor repair work by
_. Cliff Heegel, Magic. Hat
Chimney Sweeps. Call
759-4878.















FENCE SALES at Seats
now. Call Sears 753-2310




rocked and graded. All
kinds of pea gravel,










FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
41-1-T-014-Erirt, -BLACK I 
DO house painting, AO




free estimates call 753-
1537.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.






















HOME repairs. No job
too small. Call 436-5837.
CAN'T GET those small





concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 p.m.
WILL BABYSIT in my
home, days, Call 759-
1275.





repair. Call Joe Jackson
at Chuck's Music
Center, 753-3682 or 753-





Also dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient
wood burner in













GENERAL C N -
STRUCTION. If it takes
nails to mend or build




interior painting, no jobs
too small, reasonable






Ky. .753-0955 or 759-1667.
Anytime day or night
roof repair our
specialty.
J & L BLACKTOP
PAVING and repairing.
Call 753-1537.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field






Company Inc. Air con-








tanks, dirt and gravel







struction Co., Rotate 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
. or night 442-7026.
FOR YOUR COAL
NEEDS, call or write








Inc. Rt. 7 Box 258
Murray, Ky. (502)435-
4527.
BABY SITTING in my
home. Monday thru
Friday. Call 753-5672
FOR SALE, Essex soy
bean seed. 489-2602.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yar4
or land cleared 41
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343._
ONE 8-WEEK old Blue
Grey kitten, one spade
black cat with white
spot on chest, one
spade grey cat. 753-
3994.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
You can STILL Buy a Time-Proven
Gas Saving, Long Lasting
DATSUN B-210
FOR UNDER $3,500v1
(Stock No. 167, Stock No. 220)
MURRAY
DATSUN, INC.
504 South 12th Street, Murray, Ky.
Phone (502) 753-7114
,
FEATURED HOMES AT KOPPERUD REALTY
WHIP INFLATION NOW
With this spacious 3 BR, 2 bath home a ith living
room, den, kitchen & dining room. Lots of special
features for year-round enjoyment including
fireplace for that cold winter ahead, and large
wooden backyard deck for those summer
cookouts! You can enjoy all these features and
have part of it paid for through a sep-drate apart-
ment with vaulted beamed ceilings and a
fireplace. The apartment currently rents for $125
per month. This is another new listing so phone
Us right away! Priced in the 40's.
LIVE AND EARN
A three bedroom house plus a garage apt. near
the university. Large rooms, fireplace, 1'v baths




Genuine leg cabin close to Ky. Lake. Year-round
living with lots of space. Three bedrooms and
large fireplace in living room, one acrs lot.
Priced to sell. Price reduced to $18,500 for quick
sale!
PRICE REDUCED
Located on quiet street ne
quaint 2 bedroom bungalow wi
wood-beamed ceilings and
throughout. ALSO garage a
with 2 rental units-each brings
return. This entire package












This quality-built, 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with
fireplace in Greatroom has just hit the market.
two car garage & beautifully landscaped yard
and many extras make this home one of the best
on today's market. Priced right. law 50's.
NEAR THE UNIVERSITY
Two bedroom brick home, 2 bla ks from univer-
sity. Earn extra income with upstairs 1 bedroom
apartment with outside entrance. Full
basement, central natural gas heat, and 15' x 20'
brick storage building are extra nice features.
Priced to sell fast at only $31,500. Owners will
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Drive down Main Street and take a look at this
impressive .2-story • Lots of living areai . It I  I,
which includes 4 "" , study, dining room,
den, living room, p nt room, basement and cen-
tral natural gas neat. Price now only $35,000.
PRIVACY PLUS
Privacy plus beauty is only part of this 3
bedroom home on 6 acres northwest of Murray.
A large garden, lots of trees make this very
economical 1,800 sq. ft. house one that you must
see. Franklin fireplace in family room and all
goodsize,d_Toms. First time offered." arrange for quick possession.
KOPPERUD 24 Hr. Phone
REALTY Ph. 753-1222
Narry Patterson 4921302-MN Rayburn 159-4900-Geri Andersen 753-7932- George Gallagher 153-8129-Bill Kopperud 753-1222
1
FRIENDLY LITTLE HOME
Three bedroom bungalow on quiet street. Home
is neat as a pin with maintenance free aluminum
siding and economic natural gas heat, plus extra
lot which would be excellent for large garden.
apse and extra lot priced right - in the 20's. Fast
possession.
LAKE LIVING
Extremely attractive A-Frame home near Ken-
tucky Lake. Lovely landscaping and manicured
lawn. Franklin stove in family room, large con-
crete patio and wooden deck. Priced in the 20's.
MOVE ON IN!
Sharp 2 bedroom brick home with fireplace, 1
_ Jrweraitxre414calion anc_1.13oms_
in excellent condition. Priced in the 20's.









Monday at his home on
Route Four, Paris, Term. He
was 81 years of age and a
retired employe of Chrysler
Corp.
Mr. Hudgins was a
member of the Shady Grove
Baptist Church and a
veteran of World War I. He
was -married Jan. 30, 1935,
to the former Josie Wade,
who survives. Born April 9,
1897, • in Henry County.
Tenn., he was the son of the
late Newt and‘Ruthie Morris
Hudgins.
Survivors include his wife;
three daughters, Mrs. Odell
Henderson, Paris, Term.,
Mrs. Oreta Gibbons, Cottage
Grove, Term., and Mrs.
Juanita McWhe'tter,
Puryeat , Term.; two sons,
Mason Hudgins, New
Johnsonville, Term., and Lee
Roy Hudgins, Paris, Tenn.;
three sisters, Mrs. Edna
Dunn, Brookport, M., and
Mrs. Pearl Hazelwood and
Mrs. Myrtle Petkinus,
Davenport, Iowa; 18 gran-
dchildren; 22 great grand-
children.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at
LeDon Chapel of the
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Term., with the Rev. Allen
Brown of Shady Grove
Baptist „,Church officiating.
Burial will follow in the Cox
Cemetery.





The funeral for Mrs. Flora
Opal Smith will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at
the Ledbetter Baptist Church
with the Rev. Paul Bogard
officiating and the Warren
Quartet providing the music.
Burial will follow in the
'Ledbetter Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call after
six p.m. tonight (Tuesday).
The body will be taken to
the church at one p.m. to lie
in state until the funeral
hour.
Mrs. Smith, age 83, died
Sunday at 12:50 p.m. at the
Passavant Hospital.
Jacksonville, Ill. Born Sept.
2, 1894, she was the
daughter of the late William
Edward Dowdy and Viola
Angline Dowdy. She was
married in 1916 to Benjamin
Harrison Smith who died
Sept. 26, 1930. She was a
member of the New Salem
Baptist Church north of
Ashland, Mo.
Survivors include • two
daughters, Mrs E. P.
Weaver, Jefferson City, Mo.,
and Mrs. Ralph Lomelino,
Jacksonville, M.; four
sisters, Mrs. Erie Ellis and
Mrs, Irene Garrison,
Murray, Mrs. Sadie Vance,
Corinth, Miss., and Mrs.
Pearl Dickerson, Calvert
City; _.,twobrothera,..Waliace
and 11.-ex Dowdy, Murray;
two grandsons,' H. Dwight









Dillard Miles of Bellwood,
Ill., will be held Wednesday
at ten a.m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Bro. William
Hardison officiating.
Pallbearers will be Coy
Dublin, Pat Dale Orr, Billy
Dan Orr, Tommy Carroll,
Max Morris, and Bill
Retidick. Burial will follow
in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Masonic rites will be held
tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30 at
the funeral home where
friends may call after six
p.m. tonight
"------hir:_-(Milera age 61, died
from injuries sustained in an
automobile accident on
Saturday night at Bellwood.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Jayvee Spann Mlles,




forces," meaning the Soviet
Union, "are engaged
furious arms race and
preparations for
everywhere they are
engaged in aggression and
expansion in their rivalry to
gain mastery of the world."
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica
(AP) — Financier Robert
Vesco's last chance to get
Costa Rican citizenship so
he could not be extradited to
face U.S. embezzlement
charges has, ended, The
three members of Costa
Rica's Supreme Tribunal of
Elections, the court of final
appeal on citizenship niat- -
ters, voted unanimously
Monday to uphold the
rejection. of Vesco's ap-




(API — A Rand Corp.
researcher says that a new
study, showing court-ordered
integration in inner city
schools has led to
widespread "white flight"
across the nation, backs up
One)
they had to sleep in oxygen
masks it was worse because
of the fear that the
machines might fail.
Sometimes, during the
day, they would rather not
have slept.
You stand on the balcony
and watch the world go by
below. It's such a
magnificent sight that you
don't want to sleep, and you
have to force yourself," said
Anderson.
At 11 p.m — 4 p.m. CDT
— Wednesday, authorities
told them that they were
over Ireland. They whooped
with joy, and resolved to
carry on to Paris, where
Charles Lindbergh had
landed 51 years earlier on
the first solo trans-Atlantic
airplane flight.
Then they were over the
PitiiLtIt,wHfjK rillVre7trf—
Louisville & Nashville Railroad Says
Its Making 'Heroic Effort' To Meet Needs
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) --
The Louisville & Nashville
Railroad says that, despite
charges being hurled by coal
operators, the line is making
a "heroic effort" to meet
those operators' needs.
In an 85-page reply
delivered Monday to an
Interstate Commerce
Commission order issued
Aug. 3, L&N said that the
effort "has succeeded to a
remarkable degree."
The railroad's response
was issued at the
J .
headquarters of its parent
company, Seaboard Coast
Line Industries, Inc.
L&N asked the ICC to set
aside its order which would
require the railroad to ob-
tain 100 additional
his previous prediction that
white school enrollment in
Los Angeles will plummet
when the district's in-
tegration program begins in
September.
The Rand study, to be
presented Sept. 7 at an
American Sociological
Association meeting in San
Francisco, looked at 54
school districts. with
enrollments of at least 20,000'
students._
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at*
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger 8g Times by First of Michigan,
Corp—of Murray, are as Er:Bows.
Industrial Average  -0.26
Air Products .   29.4
American Motors ,,, 5's uric -
Ashland Oil ,,, .. 38 -1
American Telephone 61% +L4




General Care 19% 19%A
Ceneral Dy 81% +
General Motors 82% -%
General Tire 28%
Goodrich 21% +11,
Hardee s  1544 uric
He ublein 1624 4-'.
M  295% +2%
Pennwalt 39% +
Quaker Oats 25Ts
Tappan • 10 +.411
Texaco 26 unc
Wal-Mart 26 -44
wend). . ,,,,,,,, 351413, 3661A
jettison everything not
essential — failed equip-
ment, clothing, the hang
glider Newman had brought
in hopes of coasting to land
if all else failed.
They kept the champagne
they planned to open if they
made it.
Over the town of Evreux,
they knew they could not go
on. The last of the ballast
was gone. They were 65
miles west of Paris.
Below thousands of.
Frenchmen waited with a
riotous welcome. The
balloon, a robust, helium-
packed Titan at takeoff, was
a swiftly draining carcass as
the gondola settled gently to
earth.
It was 7:50 p.m. — 12:50
p.m. CDT — and the dusk
sky in which for days they
bad-been-air  dot
THE HAtLEttitAft SINGERS-miff-be feratureTfin a gospefsinging at-the Mars NM -SA riTtst
Church, located one mile north of Highwax 80 between Brewers and Hardin, on Satur-
day, Aug. 26, at 6:30 p.m. Members, are, left to right, standing, Mark Willie, Renee Mc-
Dougal, Treasa Jones; Shannon McDougal. Kim Willie, David Stom, kneeling, Darvin
Stom and Randy Neale. Also featured will be The Sound of Faith and the Sonshine
Sounds, along with other local talent, according to the Rev. Max Anderson, pastor,
who invites the public to attend.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (API—
The Chamber of Commerce
favors a tax cut that would
be twice the size of that
recommended by the Carter
administration and the
House. Jack Carlson, chief
economist of the Chamber,
proposed a $30 billion tax
cut Monday to the Senate
Finance Committee. But he
said corporations and in-
vestors should get a large
—share and also proposed that
federal spending be slowed
down.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
new federal report shows
that the oral contraceptive
pill remains the most
popular form of birth con-
trol. But fewer women are
using it. Dr. Kathleen Ford,
author of the report released
by, the National Center for
Health Statistics, says 22.3
percent of all fertile couples
in 1976 used the oral con-
traceptive pill to prevent
conception, a drop from 25.1
percent in 1973.
INTERNATIONAL
Monday, as they coasted
along at 15 to 17 knots, they
began to run into trouble.
One by one, instruments
failed. First, the long-range
radio, then the gadget to
give their location, then the
one that beeped out their
position to others. Finally a
transmitter conked out, and
they depended on a simple
ham radio to stay in touch
with land.
Their first real crisis
came Tuesday night in mid-
Atlantic, when ice chunks
"like big popcorn balls"




Anderson said was "like
pouring fuel out of a tank."
When they had dropped to
4,000 feet the ice melted.
Then 'came storms. 'The
storm gets all around you
and you hear the seas
NAIROBI, Kenya ( AP) —
President Jomo Kenyatta of
Kenya, who led his country
to independence from
Britain in 1963, died
peacefully in his sleep early
today, the government an-
nounced. He was believed to
be in his 80s.
The government said he
died at the State House in
Mombasa, a coastal resort.
It called on all Kenyans "to
remain calm" and ordered
all flags flown at half staff
until further notice.
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia
(AP) — Chairman Hua
Kuofeng opened his visit to
Yugoslavia with 'a blast at
both the Soviet Union and
the United States, accusing
them of "aggression and
expansion in their rivalry to
gain mastery of the world."
Speaking at a banquet
Monday night after his
arrival from Romania for an
eight-day visit, the leader of
the Chinese Communist
Party said "imperialistic"




Anderson, and you know if
you go down you're in bad
shape."





hour watches. Newman grew
despondent and Abruzzo told
jokes to cheer him up.
Life was unbearably.
cramped in the 6-by 8-foot
gondola. They had to move
everything to find a pair of
socks. It was, one said, like
living in a closet, with all
the space in the world above
and below, and utterly
useless to them.
They relieved themselves
in portable camping toilets,
or over the side. Newman
suffered from dysentery.
Steeping' was-difffeult,
they never got more than
four hours a night. When
BALLOONISTS LAND IN FRANCE—The first Atlantic Ocean crossing' by a balloon comes to an end in Evreux,
France. A crowd gathers to help pull the 11-story high balloon to earth. Maxie Anderson, Ben Abruzzo and Larry
Newman, all of Albuquerque, New Mexico, brought the balloon down in a wheatfield, 60 miles from Paris.
(AP I wr)holo)
locomotives and double the
number of hopper cars
available to small mines




and impractical, L&N said,
because if it removed coal
cars from unit train service
it would create utter chaos.
To support this position,
the railroad said the mines
it serves in eastern Ken-
tucky have produced "an
avalanche of coal" which
has _ altnogt
operation; in the past
decade L&N has increased
its coal tonnage by almost
60 percent; growth of
originated coal tonnage on
the L&N has been more than
five times greater than that
of the national rail system,
and the economics of the
coal industry don't produce
an equitable distribution of
the income available.
Since 1970, the railroad
said, the price of steam coal
has risen 350 percent, the
cost of coal cars has gone
up 110 percent, but L&N's
revenue for hauling coal has
increased only 83 percent.
Meanwhile, nine coal firms
doing business in eastern
Kentucky asked a federal
court at Covington, Ky., on
Monday to hear their $24
million damage suit against
the L&N and others
railroads for alleged failure
to deliver rail cars. •
L&N lawyers argued -thit--
the suit deals with matters
that fall under the Have Displaysjurisdiction of the ICC. U.S.
A
District Court Judge Eugene
Slier Jr. took tinder ad-
visement an L&N motion to
dismiss the suit.
The railroad'explains what
it identifies as complex
problems in a continuing
effort to meet the
The membership drive
kick-off meeting for East
Calloway Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Club will be
held Thursday-, Aug. 24, at
seven p.m. in the school
cafeteria.
All previous members and
all parents interested in
participating in the coming
school ryear are welcome to
attend, according to PTC
officers.
A general meeting will be
held with appointments to
committees to be made.
Refreshments will be served
and open house will be held
in each room.
skyrocketing demands for
transportation of coal from
the eastern Kentucky mines.
While the amount of coal
moving northward has
grown 28 percent in the past
10 years, the southbound
movement has increased 148
percent, L&N says.
Regarding locomotives,
L&N says that since late
1977 it has "gone beyond
mere unit purchases for
adequate needs" and is now
leasing 120 diesel units at a
cost of $1 million a month.






arrested a city man,
charging him in connection
with stealing hubcaps here,




McCuiston, M u flats(=•,a0
charging him with theft by
unlawful taking of a value
over $100.
Alerted by a local citizen,
police caught the defendant
backing from a driveway on
Wells Blvd. Police con-
fiscated two sets of hubcaps




Two local artists, Dan
Edwards and Simone P.
Taylor, have their paintings
on display at the Murray
Art Guild during the month
of August.
Edwards has been em-
ployed by the U. S.
Postoffice in Murray since
1969 and presently resides in
Murray. He visited the
Lourdes Museum in Paris,
France, and completed his
first painting in 1974. He has
attended all the workshops
given by the Murray Art
Guild and subscribes to the
Art and Creating Artists
magazine. He has been a
member of the Murray Art
Guild since 1974.
Mrs. Taylor, formerly of
Paris, Term., and presently
residing in Hamlin, has been
a member of the Murray
Art Guild since 1974. She has
attended all workshops given
by the Art Guild and paints
exclusively in oils.
is adequate, the railroad
said, but if the ICC requires
it to double the supply of
cars to single-car shippers,
LAN would need 136 more
locomotives than it has.
The railroad said it simply
doesn't have funds fee
"endless expansion" but can
in time do the job.
The firms involved in the
lawsuit include Interstate
Coal Co., Alpine Coal,
Highland Coal, Ken-Coal,
Leeco, Mountain Clay and
Stansbury & Co., all of
LondanKii_ the Randall
-Filet Co: of Atlanta and
Kaneb Services of Houston.
Kaneb is the parent firm of
the other plaintiffs.
Named as defendants in
addition to L&N were the
railroad's parent company,
Seaboard Coast Line
Railroad and Seaboard Coast
Line Industries; J.I. Adams,
assistant vice president for
transportation; Kenneth C.
Dufford, vice president for
operations, and John E.
Nall, v.ce president for coal
traffic.
nterstate Coal charged, in
the suit, that in 1971 it
began a $40 million tipple-
renovation at Levi in Clay-
County and also built two
The Oaks Recreation
Association will have a
called general membership
meeting tonight (Tuesday)
at 7:-30 p.m. at the club
Club officials said the
purpose of the meeting will
be to vote on improvements
needed at the club.
These improvements in-
clude renovation of the
fennis courts' including new
surface and nets; multiple
sprinkling systems for ten
greens which do not have
multiple sprinkling systems;
purchase of a new gang
mower.
All members are urged to
attend, club officers said.
Federal State Market News Service
August 72, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act, 32$ Est. 475 Barrows &
Gilts 1.25-1.50 lower sows steady 1.50
lower
US 141611430 lbs.
US 14 116-311124 
US24165-lbs 646.75.477512




US 14 4164140111* 
US 14 506460lbs 
US 14 300400 Um  .237 00-38 00
Roars sakeastoo
Are you having trouble getting the emergency in the field or on the
road tire repair service you need?
If the answer is yes, please clip and save this ad for future referen-
ce.
Advanced Tire & Auto Service, Inc., N. 4th and Chestnut, Murray.
Ky. offers these services to you and are dedicated to getting you
back into production as quickly as possible.
We are fully equipped to handle any type or size truck or farm
equipment tires on the road or in the field.
By calling the phorie numbers listed below (luring regular business
hours or after hours you can receive-these prompt quality-
emergency services.



















511 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky. 42071
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